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GF~NERAL SUMMARY

This study was completed during the 1991-92 academic year while the
author was visiting The Economic and Social Research Institute in Dublin.
For a Canadian economist interested in the impact of economic and
political integration on peripheral and relatively underdeveloped regions, it
was an exciting year to be in Ireland. During the period leading up to the
signing of the Maasuict Treaty in February and throughout the subsequent
referendum campaign in h’eland advantages and disadvantages of economic
and political integration were raised and debated. Although most of the
debate focused on familiar issues, a number of points raised were new (at
least from the perspective of a Canadian visitor) and important.

Significantly, these have direct relevance for ongoing work on the impact of
economic and political integration on the relatively underdeveloped and
peripheral regions of Canada.

The unfamiliar issues which arose in discussions of the Maastrict Treaty
were not the only striking features of the European integration debate.
Indeed, the absence of attention to problems which have perennially
dominated Canadian debate over integration was still more notable. These
problems were not neglected in Europe because they were parochial and
uniquely Canadian. Rather, they were neglected because Europe and
Canada have had very different experiences with integration. There is much
Europe and Canada can learn from each other.

The purpose of this study is to review the Canadian experience with
integration and draw out lessons of relevance in Europe. The study
emphasises three important characteristics of Canada - a strong allegiance
to local political institutions, ethnic nationalism, and regional disparities -
and the important role these characteristics have played over the history of
the Canadian union. These characteristics pose very real and serious
problems for institutions designed to increase economic and/or political
integration. In Canada, a wide wtriety of policy measures have been adopted
over the 125 year history of the federation to limit conflict between
distinctive communities and ethnic groups and to redress disparities. Some
of these policies have heen relatively successfifl but others have not.

Canada has experimented with two, often conu’adictory, approaches to
limit conflict which can arise out of strong local allegiances, ethnic
nationalism, and regional disparities. The first attempts to limit conflict by
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limiting the policy making powers of central institutions. The decentralised
institutional structure allows distinctive communities and ethnic groups to

control their own affairs, especially in areas where interests are likely to
conflict (subsidiarity). The second approach attempts to foster a sense of
"fair sharing" of the gains from union by redistributing income across
communities and redressing regional disparities in market incomes,
unemployment rates, and public service provision. The history of the
Canadian union is dominated by a search for an appropriate mix of these
two approaches.

In Europe where strong local allegiances, ethnic nationalism, and
regional disparities are even stronger than in Canada, these characteristics
of the union are likely to pose still more serious problems. As a
consequence, an integrated Europe will also have to search for an
appropriate mix of these two general approaches to preserving union. The
examination of the impact of the Canadian policy experiments on
peripheral and relatively poor regions reported in this study should be of
considerable interest.

In the early years of the Canadian federation Canadians relied almost
exclusively upon a decentralised division of powers to limit conflict. But
regional disparities and a perception that the gains of union were not being
"fairly shared" soon forced central institutions to redistribute income across
regions. Canada experimented with a wide variety of redistributive
programmes including direct transfers to persons, regional development
programmes, and intergovernmental transfers. Although these did reduce
disparities in standards of living they were less successful in reducing
disparities in market incomes. Moreover, the increase in central control
sparked conflict which threatened to break the union apart.

The 125 year search for an appropriate mix of the two general
approaches has not ended. Indeed, Canadimas will face a referendum on the
future of the union on October 26,1992. Thus, the Canadian experience
cannot be used to establish an idea[ policy package for an integrated
Europe. However, as the examination of the various Canadian initiatives in
this study shows some policies have worked remarkably well in Canada.

One programme, in particular, has come close to the ideal sought by
Canadians: the Canadian Eqnalisation programme. This programme, which
is run by the central government, provides an unconditional transfer to local
governments to increase the yields of the local tax bases to levels close to the

average in the union. By unconditionally transferring income from rich to
poor regions the programme fosters a sense of "fair sharing" while at the
same time empowering disadvantaged communities anti ethnic groups to
pursue the policies they consider in their own interest.
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Not surprisingly, the poor communities are very strong supporters of the
Canadian equalisation programme. The Canadian experience with personal
transfer and regional development programmes has convinced many in the
poorer communities in Canada that these programmes should be set at the
provincial level. Regional development programmcs which are centrally
administered are shaped not only by the interests of the poor regions but
also those of tile rich. As a consequence, the centralised programmes are
rarely as effective as a local programme with the same funding. Personal
transfer programmes too tend to reflect the preferences and conditions in
larger and richer regions. Locally run programmes are typically better
designed to match local needs and preferences. Tile Eqnalisation
programme provides tile additional fimds poor regions need to establish
their own regional development policies (these are, of course, subject to
centrally established trade regulations) and personal transfer programmes.

More stwprisingly, the more affluent areas of Canada also strongly

support tile Equalisation programme. In part, this is because the
programme reduces conflict and the threat of breakup (thus preserving the
gains from union) while at the same time keeping most policy making
authority in the hands of tile local governments in the richer regions. In
part, it is hecause the programme generates a variety of other benefits
enjoyed by residents of the richer regions.

The strong support for Equalisation in both rich and poor regions of
Canada is evident in a section of the Canadian Constitution which makes tile
programme a fnndamental cornerstone of tile ttnion. A new Constitutional
accord (which will be the basis for the October 26 Referendum in Canada)
will strengthen commitment to the equalisation principle.

Unfortunately, discussion of Equalisation and other intergovernmental
transfer programmes in Europe has narrowly focused upon its potential to
limit inefficient fiscally induced migrations and as an insurance policy to
insure against tile impact of random shocks under a fixed exchange rate /
conlnlon currency regime. This study suggests that Equalisation can limit
conflict and thus help preserve the gains which accrue fi’om economic and
political integration. In a union like the EC, with strong local allegiances,
ethnic nationalism, and regional disparities, mininaising conflict is extremely
important. Tile Spanish Equalisation proposal rejected at Maastrict may
need to be reconsidered in future discussions of economic and political
integration in the EC.
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The Treat), of Rome (1957) explicitly attempted to lay "the foundations
of an ever closer union among the peoples of Europe". In the years that
followed Europe moved slowl); alt,hottgh not always steadily, toward closer
union. First, a common market. Then a Europe without economic
frontiers. Soon, monetary union. By 1997 the peoples of Europe will be
united as never before and political decisions will, by necessity or by law,
incorporate a "Community dimension".

At each stage in the evolution of the Communit), member states have
had to make difficult decisions even though the consequences of these
decisions could not be known with certainty. Increased integration
invoh,ed gains and loses. Consequently, at each step decision makers had
to identify these costs and benefits and ,assess their significance. This was
never an easy task given the uniqueness of the European experiment.

The future will undoubtedly involve debate about further integration
in Europe and more difficult choices will have to made. Should European
institutions be democrat_ised? Should Con~munity institutions be given
more legislative responsibilities? Should tile Communit), budget be
enlarged? ~Aqaat should be done to ,assure the cohesion of the Comt’nuuity?
How should the Community deal with the uneven pattern of economic
development? Should the Community tax system be harmonised? If so,
how? These and many other" difficult questions will have to be answered.

Although the European experience is, in many respects, unique, other
peoples of the world have had to address similar questions about
integration. There is much Europeans can learn from their experience. In
this paper the experience of one union - the Canadian union - is reviewed
and an attempt is made to draw some lessons from the Canadian
experience which might inform European debate about future integration.

There are a number of reasons why the Canadian experience should
be of particular interest in Europe. First, the institutions adopted in
Canada to secure economic, monetary, and political union have helped
Canada become one of tile most prosperous countries in the word.
Second, the Canadian union involves two major ethnic/linguistic
conamunities (English and French speaking Canadians) which poses real
problems for the political system governing integration. Third, the
Canadian federal union is currendy in crisis and is about to undergo
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dramatic changes. As a consequence, Canadian public finance economists,
political scientists, and polic)qnakers have been devoting more energies to
critically analyse that country’s institutions than their counterparts in other
federations. Fourth, the issues being addressed in Canada are similar to
those currently facing the European Community. All parties in Canada
want to preserve economic and monetary union, to minimise the conflict
which can arise due to significant regional variation in culture, language,
and types of economic activity, and to meet the challenges of a more
competitive world economy as efficiently and equitably as possible.
Moreover, these goals mttst be pursued in an economic and monetary
union with significant regional disparities (tile per capita GDP in the
poorest province is approximately one half that of the richest and
unenaployment rates differ by a factor of three). Finally, Canada has
experimented with a wide variety of institutional arrangements and policy
instruments and the current crisis reflects, in part, the failure of these
institutions and policy instruments.

Tile review of the Canadian experience is necessarily selective and
particular emphasis is given to tile experience of the relatively poor
regions of that country and to tile Province of Quebec (home to tile
majority of French speaking Canadians) where there are special concerns
about sovereignty, h is hoped that this selective approach will generate
information of particular relevance to Irish policy makers as they
formulate a "strategic approach" to change within the EC (NESC, 1989).

Tile opening chapter of this report provides a very general overview of
tile Canadian union. Chapter 2 introduces some of tile major theoretical
issues which arise in any discussion of integration. Chapter 3 reviews the
Canadian experiment with federalism. Tile fourth chapter uses this review
to draw out lessons for Europe and h’eland. Conclusions are offered in the
final chapter.



Chapter 1

THE CANADIAN UNION: AN OVERVIEW

Most Europeans have at least some general knowledge of Canada. For
example, Europeans know that Canada is a large and relatively prosperous
country occupying much of the northern half of the North American
continent. They know that Canada has a relatively small population, that
Canada is largely populated by European immigrants, and that Canada has
a history of conflict between its French and English speaking residents.
However, many important features of Canadian society relevant to a
discussion of integration in Europe are not generally appreciated.

The most important political characteristic of Canada is that it is a
federal state. A federal political system - which invoh, es the coexistence of
two independent levels of government - is a characteristic Canada shares

with a number of conntries including the United States; Australia, and
Germany. However, Canadian federalism is distinctive in that it is based on

a political cuhure closer to that which exists in the European Community
than to that of other federal nation states. In the European Community
people see themseh, es as both European anti as members of a nation state,
but primarily, as members of a nation state. Canadians also experience
dual Ioyahies, and they typically identify themseh,es as members of the
local commnnitT and loyalty to the local state is often stronger than loyalty
to the nation.

This characteristic is fundamental. In many federations the local
governments exist only because a federal structure provides an effective
administrative arrangement to deliver public goods and services within the
nation state. In contrast, Canadian federalism is deeply rooted in the
Canadian political cuhure. Most Canadians view their federation as a
union, not a nation state, and even ,after 125 years, regtdarly question the
desirability of membership in the union and discuss ahernative forms of
union in hopes of increasing the benefits of integration or reducing the
costs. The Canadian political cuhure and the continued questioning of the
union institutions makes the Canadian experience particularly relevant to
Europeans interested in learning fi’om the experience of other tmions.

6
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None the less, Canadians have much stronger loyalty to the conntry
than European’s have to the European Community. A recent poll (1990)
asked Canadians "Do you feel you are more a citizen of Canada or more a
citizen of your province?" Responses varied significantl), across the 10

Canadian provinces but overall 49 per cent of Canadians stated that they
felt more a citizen of Canada.I Thus, despite the critical importance of

territorial politics in Canada, the politics of place is likely to be still more
important in Europe.

The presence of two distinctive ethnic and linguistic comnlunities within
the Canadian union is another important characteristic of the federation.
Approximately 25 per cent of Canadians are French speaking and this

French speaking population is concentrated in a single province, the
Province of Quebec. Because the fi’ancophone population in Quebec tends
to define itself in nationalist terms and views the local Quebec government
as its national government the Canadian union is particularly relevant to
Europe (the Quebec legislature is actually called the National Assembly and
their head of state is a Prime Minister; in other provinces Provincial
Assembly and Premier are the titles used to descrihe the legislature anti
head of state). Nationalism introduces special tensions to a union.

Not surprisingly, the Canadian federation is relatively decentralised
(especially in comparisons with other mature federations). As Table 1
illustrates both provincial/local government expenditures and
enaplo)’menl levels exceed those of the cent~’al government. None the less,
central government expenditure are in excess of 20 per cent of GDP and
about 1 of every 10 Canadians are employed by the central government.
Thus, by European standards, the Canadian union must be considered
highly centralised.

Figure 1 presents a map of Canada to give a visual picture of Canada
and the distribution of population. Like the European Community,
Canada is a union of tweh,e political units. Of these the ten provinces -
Newfoundland, Prince Edward Island, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick,
Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Columbia-
have their own independent governments. The Yukon and the Northwest
Territories are not provinces but instead are uhin3ately subject to the
authority of the Central Canadian Government.

41 per cent of Atlantic Canadians (citizens of the provinces of Newfoundland, Prince
Edward Island, Nova Scotia, and New I~,rtmswick) indicated their prim:u), I~;yahy w,as to
C:mada. 33 per cent of Quebecois also expressed this view. 62 per cent of Ontario
resident.~ indicated primazT Io}.’alty to Canada, as did 50 per cent of Western Canadians
(residents of the provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta, and I~,ritish Cohlmbia).
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Table I: Diuision of Governrturnt Fxpenditure and Employme~ll 1989-1990

9

I~.vel of Govenlm~tt Employment Expenditure

Central 31% 44%

Provincial/Local 69% 56%

Total 100% 100%

Government Emplo}anent 1,208,355

Government Expenditure (% of GDP) 46.5%

Source: Statistics Canada, Historic I~,tbour Force Statistics ( 71-201 ) and Department of Finance.
Quarterly Economic I~view ( 1991 ).

The ten provincial governments are responsible for supplying a broad
range of public services, including: roads and highways, the adnainistration
of justice, education, health care, tourism, agriculture, natural resource
management, indusu’ial development policies, public utilities, and social
assistance. In some of these areas responsibility is shared with the national
government but in all provincial jurisdiction dominates. The union
government in Canada is responsible for national defence, foreign affairs,
monetary policy and currency, and a variety of intergovernmental and
interpersonal transfer programmes.

Table 2 also presents some general information on Canada and data on

the EC for comparisons. It shows that Canada occupies a territory of
almost 10 million square kilometres, over four times the size of the EC. But
its population is only 26 million, less than 10 per cent of thai: of the EC and
significantly less than many individual EC states. Individual provinces vary
significantly in area and population. The smallest, Prince Edward Island, is
slightly larger than Luxembourg and has a population of only 125,000.
The most populous province, Ontario, has time same population as
Belgium.

Tables 3 and 4 present some very general information about time
Canadian economy. Table 3 shows that the Canadian union has generated
time second highest standard of living in the world (1990, whether
measured by GDP per capita or by the United Nations Human
Development Index). Canadians also enjoy access to a well developed
social welfare system which includes a fl’ee and universal health care
system, a fi’ee and universal primary and secondary education system and
comprehensive and relatively generous social security programmes.
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Table 2: Area and Population

Area Population
(O00km2) (millions 1986)

Newfoundland 405 .568

Prince Edward Island 5 .127

NO~L Scotia 55 .873

New Brunswick 73 .710

Qllebec 1,540 6.540

On tario 1,068 9.113

Manitoba 649 1.07 I

S,xskatch ewan 652 1.016

Alberta 661 2.375

British Colombia 947 2.889

North West Territories 3,426 .052

Yukon TerritorT 483 .024

CA NA DA 9, 970 25. 3

Belgium 31 9.9

Denmark 43 5.1

Fz’ance 549 55.4

West Germany 249 60.9

Greece 132 10.0

I roland 70 3.6

haly 301 57.2

Luxenlbourg 3 0.4

The Netherlands 42 14.6

Portugal 92 10.2

Spain 505 38.5

United Kingdom 244 56.7

EC(12) 2,261 322.5

Sottrc~*: Statistics Canada, Post Cen.~us Annual I~timatez; Furostat
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Table 3: A’tetL~o~.~ of Standeoff of Living, 1990 (World Rankings)

11

Per Capita United Nmiolts
Real GDP Human Development

Index

United States I 7
CANADA 2 2
Japan 6 I
Belgium 17 16
Denmark 12 12
F~tnce I I 10
West Germany 9 14
Greece 23 22
Ireland 21 21
I rely I 5 18
I,uxembourg 5 19
The Netherlands 16 8
Portugal 22 23
Spain 20 20
United Kingdom 14 I I

Source: Canada ( 1991 ) Canadima Federalism and Economic Union.

Table 4: Economic Perfom~ance 1961-1990 (Average Annual PerceT~tage Change)

Real C, NI~ or GNP Employn~nt
Per Capita

Canada 4.4 2.5
United States 3. I 2.0
Japan 6.5 I. I
Belgium 3.4 0.3
Denmark 2.8 0.6
France 3.7 0.,I
West Germany 3. I 0.2
Greece 4.6 0.3
h’cland 3.3 0.2
Italy 3.9 0.2

Luxembourg 3.2 1.2
The Netherlands 3.2 0.6
Portugal 4.6 1.0
Spain 4.6 0.2

United Kingdom 2.5 0.4

Smtrce: Canada (1991) Canadian Federalism and Economic Union.
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Other measures of the relative success of the Canadian economy are

illustrated ill Table 4. Over tile past S0 ),ears Canada h~ enjoyed the seventh
highest rate of growth among OECD countries. (Second fastest after Japan
among the C,-7 countries.) The Canadian economy has also achieved the
second fastest rate of employment growth in tile OECD over the last 30 years.

Figtu-es 2 and 3 show that die Canadian union has not generated an even
pattern of economic development. The four small eastern provinces of
Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island and New Brunswick are
relatively pool" and experience tile highest levels of tmenlployment. Ontario
and Alberta are relatively rich with low rates of tmemployment.

Not surprisingly, the dominate types of economic activities vary
significantly as one moves across the country. Newfoundland’s economy,
once almost completely dependent on tile North Atlantic fishery, now
includes important natural resource extraction and processing industries.
Pulp and paper and fish processing are the main manufacturing industries.
Iron ore is most important in the province’s snbstantial mining industry ~4th

zinc and asbestos also having some importance. Because of poor soil and all
adverse climate agricuhure is of minor importance.

On Prince Edward Island agriculture is the most important primary
resource industry. Ahnost 70 per cent of the land is cultivated producing
chiefly potatoes with some mixed grains and livestock. Fishing, especially of
lobster, is also an important resource industry. Food processing is the chief
manufacturing industry.

Nova Scotia’s fishery is the largest ill the North Atlantic and includes the
principal species of lobster, cod, scallop and haddock. About 10 per cent of
the land is agricuhural which centres on dairy products, livestock and fruit.
Coal is the principal mineral produced; gypsum and salt production are also
important. Manufacturing is varied and includes food processing, forest
products and transport equipment.

In New Brunswick, forest products and food processing are the principal
nmnufacturing industries. Zinc, lead and by-product metals are important in
mining. Lobster and crab are the most important species in the provincial
fishery. Agriculture is varied, but dairy product and potatoes predominate.

Quebec accounts for about one-quarter of Canadian manufacturing.
Textile and clothing industries are most important followed by food
processing, pulp and paper, primary metals, chemicals, metal fabricating,
wood industries and transportation equipment. Quebec is also a major
producer of iron ore, gold and copper and one of tile world’s leading
producers of asbestos. Hydroelectric power exporLs are extremely important.
Dairy products and livestock are the province’s most important agricultural
products.



Figure 2: Provincial Gross Domestic Product

(as % of Canadian Average)



Figure 3: Provincial Unemployment Rates
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Ontario accounts for al)out half of Canadian manufacturing, with
transportation equipnient being the largest single industry. Other
important sectors include Food processing, primar), metals, metal
fal)ricating, electrical products, chemicals, pulp ancl paper and printing.
Although Ontario ranks second in the value of its total mineral
production, it comes first in metals (these include nickel, gold, copper,
zinc and uranium). Ontario bas the blgbest agricultural receipts in
Canada. Livestock and dairy predominate, but tobacco and vegetables are
important casb crops.

Manitoba’s economy is buih on agriculture. Wheat ancl other grain
crops are most important followed by livestock. Tbe provinces
manufacturing is varied, led by food processing and metal fabricating.
Mineral production focuses on metals, especially nickel, copper and zinc.

In Saskatchewan agriculture is the leading industry, dominated by
wheat and other grains. The iml)ortant minerals sector includes tbe non-
metals of potash (Saskatchewan is a major world i)roducer) and petroleum
and metals (mostly uranium). The varied manufactt~ring sector is relatively
small.

Alberta accounts for al)out half tbe value of minerals producer] in
Canada. Almost all dais comes fi’om fuels: oil, natural gas, liquid natural gas
and coal. The province also has a strong agricultural sector based on grain
and livestock. Alberta has a large and diversified manufacturing sector.

In British Columl)ia natural resources are the basis of the economy.
Tbe forest industry is particularly important both as a primary activity and
as the largest COlllponent of the provinces manufacttll’ing sector. Ltlmber is

the main forest product, but production of pulp and l)aper is also
important. Food processing and metals are other important manufacturing
indusuies. The provinces extensive minerals sector is dominated by fuels

(coal, natural gas and i)etroleum) and metals (notal)ly copper and
molybdenum). Dairy products and cattle are BG’s most important
agricultural products followed by fi’uit, vegetables and specialty crops. In
the extensive fishery - Canada’s largest - sahnon makes uI) over half the
landed value. Herring is also important.

Mining is the chief economic activity in the Yukon with zinc, gold, lead
and silver predominating. In the Northwest Territories the mining industry
is also large, dominated by zinc, lead and gold. Some oil and gas is also
produced. Fur and fishing, mainstays of the native population, are
exploited commercially but on a small scale.

The coexistence of su’ong provincial governments, significant variation
in types of economic activities, regional disparities, and etbnic nationalism
in Quel)ec continually challenges the institutions of the Canaclian union.
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The particular institutions which have evolved in Canada t-effect these
challenges. Given these challenges also exist in Europe, but in a still
stronger form, there is probably much Europeans can learn from the
Canadian experience.

Figure 4 provides a final piece of introductory information about
Canada: the distribution of population by language.
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Chapter 2

h\rFEGRA 770N: AN hVTRODUC770N 7"0 THE ISSUES

Integration is a complex phenomena and it is possible to identify a
wide variety of forces which can potentially generate some form of
integration. The approach to integration adopted in dais paper is relatively
restrictive since our discussion is limited to formal political arrangements
consciously chosen to increase integration. It is important, however, to

recognise that integraOon can and does occur without formal treaties or
new constitutions. Indeed, a decision not to integrate taken b)’ political
leaders rejecting a new treF:lty does not necessarily halt a imaoven’lent toward
more integrated societies since informal relationships among peoples can

be of considerable significance.
None time less, time focus of this paper is on formal relationships among

peoples designed to secure integration and our goal in this chapter is to
provide a general fi’amework for discussion of these formal arrangements.
Two basic premises underlie our discussion of integration. First,
integration is not a goal in itself but rather is a means to secure other
objectives such as prosperity, peace, liberty, etc. Similarly, sovereignty is not
an end in itself but a means to the same ends as integration. Second, the
formal integrative arrangements restdt from a "give and take" negotiation
process involving representatives of sovereign peoples trying to act in the
interests of time people within time geographically defined region they

2represent. Time representatives will compare the consequences (in terms
of prosperity, peace, liberty) of maintailling sovereignty with the
consequences of sttrrendering some sovereignW to a new inclusive level of
government. Moreover, the representatives may surrender sovereignty in
some areas, even though there are little gains or even loses fi’om doing so,
tO Secure favourable outcomes in other areas.

The assumptions adopted here should be controversial. Some people do view

sovereignly as ml end in itself. Moreover, it is not :It all clear that politicians act solely in
the interests of the people the)’ represent. They have their own interesLs which may

diverge from those of the broader society. Indeed, it is often argued that local

politicians resist political integration because it reduces their role and thus their power
and prestige in society.

18
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The ftmdamental challenge facing representatives of societies
considering integration is to identify and assess the costs and benefits
associated with different degrees of integration. Rising to this challenge is
extremely difficuh. In recent years tile body of research attempting to
identify the costs and benefits associated with different levels of integration
has grown dramatically and today our rept’esenlatives have access to more
information about the consequences of integration than ever before.
Iqowever, much remains unknown. Given the complexity of society and tile
myriad of ways institutional arrangements governing integration interact
with other economic, social, and political phenomena it is ahnost
impossible to predict tile consequences of any one institutional

arrangement for the evolution of societies over time. Moreover, integration
may well invoh,e federal institutions. If so, the local governments will lose
some control over the evolution of the I.IlliOll since the new incltlsive
government institutions will enjoy considerable independence. The future
of the union becomes still more unpredictable as a consequence.

The purpose of this section is to review some of I.he existing research
on integration placing special emphasis on the implications of the research
findings for relatively small and relatively poor states considering
integration issues. The review of the Canadian experience in the following
chapter develops the theoretical ideas in the context of a concrete case
study and identifies the importance of the unpredictable consequences of
tile Canadian integration experiment.

Economic Integration
Economic integration can take many forms. The most basic involves

the creation of a fiee trade area. This involves the elimination of all import
duties and quotas applied to goods fi’om other countries in the fi’ee trade
area. Each member state is still fi-ee to establish its own system of tariffs and
quotas to apply on goods from countries outside tile union. A Cltsl01lts 1171.i07~
pushes integration one step further by establishing a common tariff
structure for goods fi’om outside the union. Integration is pushed furdaer
still in a comlnon market where labour and capital can move fi’eely within the
union.

It is possible to integrate even more economic functions. Since
national policies which regulate market activity can also distort the pattern
of trade a union may decide to co-ordinate, or even unify regulatory
policies. The resuh would be economic union. If members also decided to
adopt common monetary policies and/or a common currency there would
be ~nonel(try ~tTzion.
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As a nnion moves to higher and higher levels of integration member

states must experience a loss of sovereignty. In a free trade area national
governnaents lose their ability to set taritTs and quotas on goods fi’om other
COllntl’ies within the union; in a CllStOnls union the nation state can not
independently choose its own tariff schedule; etc. With full economic and
monetary union the citizens of tile individual member states have virtually
no room to independently establish their own system of economic policies.

The debates which surrounded tile process of European integration
between 1957 and 1992 provoked a substantial body of research on tile
cost. and benefits of a common market, economic and monetary union
(broadly defined to include the elimination of tariff and non-tariff
barriers, harmonisation of regulations, and the introduction of a common
currency) and mttch is now known about tile costs and benefits which flow
fi’om this type of integration. Tile results of this research are relatively
familiar and little will be added here. (See Bradley, et. aL, 1986; Padoa -
Schioppa, 1987; NESC, 1989; and Foley and Muh’eany, 1990; for reviews
which pay particular attention to the costs and benefits of economic and
monetary integration for poorer regions and countries.)

In general tile research suggests that economic and monetary
integration offers significant aggregate gains. Consequently, the lost
sovereignty may be a price worth paying. Iqowever, the research also
concludes that tile regional distribution of these aggregate gains is
unpredictable a priori. Unfortunately for the poorer, peripheral regions
there are strong, but not necessarily insurmountable, forces at work which
tend to result in a concentration of economic activity in ah’eady successful
and affluent regions.3 Since economic and monetary integration seriously
constrains the choice of policy instrunlents available in the poor peripheral
regions to counter these forces there are very real risks associated with
in tegt~, rio n.

There arc, at the same time, forces which work in Ihe opposite direction. Low wage rates
in the periphel~’ can ,’estdt ill the 5p,’~ad of econc~mic activity z~ther than CO,~Ccnt~ltio,1.

]lltcgl’~ltt:d c~tpilal nl,ql-kcts c~ln g~:nc:l-ate Iowcl" inlt:l’cst ratt;s in the pc:riptl¢l-), zlllc|

il’lCrCase th~ level of capital accumulation. The exploit.’ltion of potcrntial sc~tfo

~:conomies, specialisation ~cCol’cli,lg tO comparative advantage, etc. can provide real

gains in the pcriptlcl3’, as can Io~’e," prices for impor~ and the rest.lltillg iiicrtza~t~ in
clemzLnd for domestic goods (through the higher re:ll incomes which resuh from lower

import prices). Unfi>rtunatel),, it is impossible to determine theoretically.’ which

tcndenc)’ dominates and reviews of historical experiences provide no basis for
un.’llii I)iglll ~tl~ COllClllSiOllS.
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However, research also shows that many policies traditionally used to
protect peripheral economies (tariffs and other trade barriers,
expansionary nlonetary policy (low interest and exchange rates),etc.) have
their own costs and benefits. Indeed, the costs of protection for the
peripheral countries may be quite high. Moreover, as product diversity
increases, as transport and communication costs fall, and as new
technologies are adopted in the more affluent core regions the peripheral
regions will find it increasingly difficult and costly to use protectionist
illeasLires to counter all}’ centralising tendencies illherellt in a nlarket

economy. Thus, many of the policy instrunlents surrendered under a
formal integration agreement may not be real policy options for small,
peripheral regions at all.

The failure of the theoretical work to generate unambigttous
conclusions on the benefits and costs of economic and nlonetary union
has left the representatives of the people in small, peripheral states in a
position where their decisions about the appropriate degree of integration
must be based on a "leap of faith".4 v~qaether or not "faith" in a particular
belief is justified will only be revealed over time.

Public Goods

Sovereign states can also agree to transfer responsibility for supplying
some public goods and services to an inclusive level ofgovernment. A large
literattu’e has emerged under the general heading of fiscal federalism to
deal with this type of integration. This literature notes that some goods and
services involve significant economies of scale in COllStlnll)tioi1 (OIle
indiviclttal’s consumption of the good or service - say the freedom fi’om
oppression by other counu’ies provided by the existence of a system of
national defence - does not redttce the amonnt of the good or service
available for others to consume) and that centralised provision can
generate considerable savings to all. As the number of individuals
consuming a given amount of the public good or service rises the cost per
person falls. Significantly, the smaller the population of a sovereign state
providing a public good the larger the potential gains fi’om integration.
Thus, small, peripheral countries may secure significant benefits fi’om
political integration.

’t The expression "leap of faith" was widely used in politiczd dcbme in Canada over a free

tl~,lde agreen~ent with the United States. I?,ccause the consequences oft particul~lr policy
choict? c;ll’~ Ilol I]e kno~’ll ~’ith ccrl~tliit~,’ thcl’c is ~l’,v~ty~ solIIc ~ltz~t~:) of f~lith" 1-12qllJl’Cd

when choosing a policy. The "leaps of faith" made by pro and anti frec traders in small
c¢~llntrics ;li’~ p.’ti’tictll:lrl)’ lai’gc.
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However, tbe fiscal federalism literature also notes tbat preferences
may differ across states and tbat centralised provision may result in types
and levels of pul)lic good provision which are not at all attractive to the
residen~ of some regions. Indeed, the reduction in the tax cost pet" person
which resulLs fi’om cenu’alised provision may not offset losses wbicb resuh
because the policy package is no longer tailored to meet time individual
preferences of residents of each of tile original states but instead is
designed as a compromise to satisfy the demands of tile inclusive
comnmunity. Small peripheral regions with distinctive preferences are
especially ~aflnerable to losses since tbe preferences of the larger states are
likely to dominate in time process of policy choice.

Thus, tbe literature concludes that political integration is desirable in
areas wbere there are economies of scale in consunmptiolm or production

and preferences in the small peripberal regions are almost identical to
those of other meml)ers of tile new inclttsive polity. Moreover, if tbese

conditions are met integration offers large benefi~ to the small region. If,
on tile other band, tbere are few scale economies and preferences vary,
political integration is not attractive.

Tile fiscal federalism literature also notes that a pbenomena kl"Jown as
spill overs or externalities can provide a rationale for integration. If
developmenks in one state (pollution; emerging researcb on solar energ);
health, or some other field; the in-migration of substantial numbers of
university educated citizens of other countries; fiscal and regulatory
policies; etc.) have significant repercussions for people in another state,
tile affected aon-residen~ may want to influence those developmenu. Of
course, international negotiations are a possible response to this type of
interdependency. However, negotiations may fail to generate an optimal
solution and centralised action, if preferences are relatively homogeneous,
may I)e preferred.

Again, tbe theoretical literature fails to provide unambiguous policy
prescriptions. Representatives of tbe people of small and relatively poor
sovereign states must consider each publicly supplied good and service
individually. Economies of scale in consumption and/or production must
be identified for each good and tile degree of bomogeneity of preferences,
both current and foture, must be assessed. Uhimately, the decision on
integration to supply public goods and services, like the decision on
economic and monetary union, must be based on a degree of "faith".

Social ]’nsur(~’lT, cg

Tile centralised provision of an actuarially fair social insurance scheme
- whetber insuring against tile risk of unemployment, incurring medical
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exl)enses, living I)eyond retirement age, etc. - can generate gains since tile
cost of risk falls as risk is spread over a larger and larger group. Although
tile gains are enjoyed by both large and small uniting states tile small states
enjoy the larger relative gain.

Howevel, social insurance schemes are t,’arely designed to be actuarially
fair. If they were, those most likely to be uneml)loyed, those most likely to

need medical u’eatment, and those most likely to live a long time would
pay the highest i)remiums. But, since these people are also more likely to
be l)oor tile tyl)ical social insurance schemes al)anclon actuarial principles
and explicitly incorporate some redistribution. Centralisatlon of insurance
schemes may not be attractive to the large, relatively affluent regions in
this case since tile gains fi’om risk spreading are small and the cost of
rcdistril)ution could be quite large.

On the other hand, it should be obvious that small and relatively poor

countries can gain from centralised social insurance schemes. However,
cenu’alisal.ion also involves a reduction in the ability of small and relatively
pool" states to design insurance to i’¢flefit local values and ecoI1olnic

conditions. This can be a serious problem if the centraliscd scheme

generates econonalc outcomes (higher wages, increased seasonal
eml)lo)’ment, etc.) which i.nhibit economic growth or offset local
development policy.

Redistrilmtion of Income
There are a number of reasons why centralised income redistribution

might be considered. The peoples uniting to form a larger community
may, through altruism or a eommitn~enl to a COlnll)Oll set of egalitarian
principles, want to create a society which overrides the market distril)ution

of incomes when tile market generates too much inequality. Tile
appropriate policies in this case would involve redistribution fi’om rich to
poor persons. Place of residence would not be a crucial factor ill tile
policies although redistril)ution could be effeeted through a relatively
standardised progressive lax system, intergovernmental tratlsfers to
member states with populations that are relatively pooJ, and reasonably
harmonised slate level income distribution schemes.

However, this case for centralised income redistribution is probably
I)ased on unrealistic assumptions al)out altruism and the level O1:

comnlitment to egalitarian principles. ~.~,qay would states uniting to form a
federation or the nations uniting in the European Community choose to
delegate some responsibility for the pursuit of equity to the central level of
government? It is generally agreed that tile pursuit of equity has real costs
and that these real cost.s are a major [’actor in tile continued inequity. But if
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this is true why would richer member states agree to assume nlore

responsibility for equity outside their borders when they already find the
pursuit of equity too expensive at home? To be sure, it is possible that
egalitarian ideals may be su’ong and tlae peoples of the richer states may be
willing to make transfers because the beneficiaries of the pursuit of equity
are poorer in the poor member states than the poor in the richer member

states.5 Howeveh dais possibility simply begs a fitrther question: Why would
the richer state not devote resources to improve the standards of living in
the very poor countries of Africa and South East Asia rather than assist the
much more affluent but relatively poor regions of a federation or the
Community? Clearly, equity considerations alone are unlikely to generate
agreement to centralise the redistribution fnnction.

Another commonly advanced argument for centralised redistribution
is based on the economic theory of migration. If integration involves free
mobility within a federation or common market, richer member states may
find it impossible to restrict their pursuit of egalitarian objectives to their
original citizens. A generous redistribtttion programme within a rich
member state of a federation will induce immigration. Conseqttendy, the

individual migration decisions of people outside the richer state will restth
in the richer state assuming some responsibility for the well-being of
people within the inclusive community but originally outside the richer
state. In this situation it can be efficient for the central government to
assume at least some responsibility for eqnity.6 Differences in the net fiscal
benefits of government activity7 and/or congestion costs 8 also give rise to

5 A number of philosophical frameworks often used to discuss equity, such as
utilitarianism, Rawl’s Theory of Justice, Roman Catholic social teaching, etc., suggest

that the poorest of the poor should receive priority.

6 There are a mtmber of papers in the literature which deal with the problem of :Lssigning

jurisdiction over redistribution. See for example: Musgrave (1969), Oatcs (1972) :tnd
Wild:ksin (1990).

7 If people of the poor region see that they can obtain more public services for the ~mle t~L’~

bill or the same services for a lower mx bill they may move in response even when their

market income is the same in both regions. Under conditions of diminishing marginal

productivity this migration results in lower total (both regions) output and lower market
incomes in the rich region. See: Boatb~ly and Fl:ttters (1982) for a full treatlnent.

8 Congestion costs are defined to include the costs associIned with increas,,zd

environmt-~ntal polhltion, increa.sctd travel times, reduced attr~lctivellCSs of public
anleniti~s, incre;tsed crime, etc. which tend to arise ,’Is population gro~. The individual

reign, lit d~2s not take hllo account that his or her decision to move imposes these cos~
on existing residen~ in the recei~ng region. This externalily genel~tes the inefficiency.
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similar externalities which generate an inefficient allocation of resources
under condition of fi’ee mobility. Redistributive activity across states is
desirable if the cost of bribing people not to move is less than the cost (in
higher taxes, lower productivity, congestion, etc.) incurred by residenes of
the richer state when the migrants move. The appropriate policy is the
least cost method of bribing people to remain where they are. If the
population is not very mobile across borders (the cost of migration will be
an especially important impediment to mobility when there is significant
variation in culture and language) or, if there are increasing returns to
scale, these efficiency arguments for cross regional distribution lose much
of their force.

Regional Dt~Jelopment Policy
Thel’e al’e a nLiinber of reasoos why CelltralJsatioll of sonle aspects of

regional development policy may be desirable. First, since economic and
monetary union imposes sel’iotts constraints on the set of policy
instrttments available to the relatively poor states ttniting in an economic
and monetat-y ttnion these states may not be willing to join the union. But
this decision can harm the more afflttent regions. Consequently, they may
consider centralised regional policy a price worth paying to secure the
larger union.

There are a variety of costs incurred in the core region when
protection in the periphery reduces the market size available to the
central, affluent regions. For example, there will be a welfare loss in the
ccnu’e because of higher prices (some potential economies of scale are
unexploited) and less product diversity in the centre than would be the
case in an integrated environment. Thus, it may be in the interests of both
centre and peripheral regions to establish a union which gives a new
inclusive level of government some responsibility for policy intended to
protect peripheral regions.

A related argument for eentralised regional development policy
focuses on the need to harmonise regional development policy in an
economic and monetary union. Competition for "lbot loose" firms can
result in a significant I.ransfcr of income fi’om the general ptfl:)lic to the
owners of these firms without generating significant changes in the choice
of location of these firms. Centralised provision, by eliminating this
inefficient competition, can generate gains for all. Moreover, because
richer states have a large revenue base they are in a better position to gain
the advantage in the competition for "foot loose" firms. Thus, the
geographical disu’ibution of industry ma), be distorted in favour of the
richer regions and aggregate incomes will be lower as a result.
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A third case arises from theory in regional economics. According to
some regional economists efficient resource allocation ill any econolnic
comnlunity reqtlires a relatively harnlonions pattern of development across
space.9 According to this view regional development policy is necessary in

all)’ comnlunity and this policy, "far fi’om redistribnting income in favour
of retarded regions at the expense of rednced efficiency of tile national
[Community] economy, can increase tile efficiency of both tile regional
and the national economies" (Higgins,1989). For example, policies aimed

at stimulating lagging regions may reduce inflationary pressures by taking
pressure off overheated labour markets in rich regions.

None the less, if regional policy involves losses in richer regions (which
is possible even when regional policy contributes to overall efficiency)
there is likely to be considerable resistance to initiatives aiding poor
regions in tile more affluent regions. Moreover, this resistance is likely to
act as a serious constraint on centralised regional policy initiatives
especially during periods when the more afl]uent regions are experiencing
economic problems of their own. Consequently, it is probably dangerous
for small, poor regions to allow complete control of regional policy to fall
into tile hands of a central attthority.

Societal Cohesion Policy
Societal cohesion policy is one of tile central concerns of this paper.

Consequently, it is extremely important to clearly explain how societal
cohesion policy is defined in this paper, especially given that the European
Community uses the term cohesion in a way very different fi’om the way it
is used here. Tile European Community equates social cohesion and
convergence with regional convergence in living standards, employment
prospects, and unemployment rates and hence tends to equate cohesion
policy and regional development policy. In contrast, in this paper a
cohesion policy is defined as any policy designed to counter pressures
which threaten tile union. To avoid confinsion this paper uses tile term
societal cohesion to refer to tile problem of keeping a union together.

Unfortunately, societal cohesion has generally been neglected in tile
research literature even thottgh, as will become evident in our review of
tile Canadian experience, it is extremely important in any union involving

See I.~,oadway and Flatters ( 198 I) and l?,oad~¢~W and Wildasin (1991)) for the neo-cl~sical

- Paretian welfare economics case for regional policy. An ultern;uive approa~:h - based

on a rqiection of both neo-classical theotT and Paretian welfare economics - is used b)’
Higgins (I 989) to build a national efficiency case Ibr regional policy.
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distinct national groups. Given the importance of societal cohesion and
the absence of anv explicit discussion of societal cohesion in the literature
a very general theoretical discussion of societal cohesion must be offered
here.

Societal cohesion exists when an economic, monetary and/or political
union prevails. This social state does not necessarily arise in a lai.~sez -fai)’e
world and a set of" social institutions and policies initiatives )nay be required

to assure this social state prevails.
A social state where societal cohesion prevails can be viewed as a public

good. Once societal cohesion exists all can potentially enjov the benefits
without affecting anyone else’s enjoyment and no one can be excluded
from the benetqts. But what are the benefits? First, there is the sorl)lus
created by social union, whether economic and/or political. Social
cohesion mav well be a necessary but certainly not a sufficient, condition
for the realisation of gains from the economic and political union for
reasons discussed I)elow. Second, there is the gain, a significant part of
which is passed on to future generations, arising because exchange, gifts,
and the rule of law govern relationshil)s among regions not war and
conflict. Both of these benelqts are significant and some investment in
societal cohesion is probably warranted.

It is, howeveh important to recognise the first type of I)enelqt is very
different from the second. At first glance the gains from economic,
monetary and/or political union do not appear to have the characteristics
of a pure public good. There will be winners and losers (at the individual
level and probal)lv at the regional level), conseqttentlv any gains appear
rival and exclusive. However, on closet" inspection social cohesion does
emerge as a public good.

There are four considerations which underlie the position on cohesion
as zt public good advanced in this paper. First, realisation of the gains fi’om
union which arise fi’om exploiting comparative advantage, economies of
scale, I’edLiced tr,qnsactions COSk% etc. requires costly econonlic i’eSl.rllCltlring.
Freeing trade will change relative prices which in turn will generate a
reallocation of resources. Second, the act of union is reversible. Individual
slates can, if thev so choose, leave the union. Third, investment in
restructuring will depend on beliefs about the sustainabilitv of the tmion.
Individuals will not I)e willing to invest in restrt, ct):,ring to produce the
potential gains from union if thev believe the union is fi’agile. The more
confident individuals are in the future of the ttnion, the greater the
investment in restructuring, and the greater the aggregate gains. Fotwth, a
I)l’eakdown of all economic, monetarv, or political union will necessarily
resuh in costly restructuring. In combination these considerations suggest
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that the gains fi’om union are tied to the sustainability of the union. When

international economists argue that economic, monetary, and/or political
union produces gains they implicitly asstmle that the union is irreversible.
Once allowance is made for reversibility sustainability (cohesion) becomes
a critical factor.I° The so called "gains fi’om t ,’ade’ a e actually gains from
politically sustainable union. I I

Fnrther insight into the problern of sustainability can be gained by
thinking about a specific example. Specifically, consider an agreement
which establishes fi’ee trade between states. Presumably, tile treaty is struck
because each of the uniting counu’ies believe that their people will gain.
However, because gains are realised in the future tile), do not know if their
people will gain with certainty.1’2 Given this uncertainty some form of
insurance is demanded. Typically insurance is provided in an opt out
clause. If things clo not turn out as expected the state can withdraw fi’om
the tmion. Clearly, if the agreement was permanently binding there would
be no sustainability problem. But, because widely accepted principles of
state sovereignt), consu’ain the arrangements incorporated in the treaty,
states will always enjoy this form of insurance.

When is union sustainable? If all individuals entering the union ahoays
perceive that they are hetter off as members of the union than tile}, are
when they are outside the union then tile union is sustainable. I?,ul, if the
unioll does resuh in losers or if sonle nlenlbers perceive they are losers

10 Indeed, as Krugman (1987) notes the new trade theory with its emphasis on scale

economies ~lnd nlarkel power suggests that free trade "probably involves less conllic[
within countries and more conllict between cotmtries than conventional II=tcle" based

s~lcly on cotnpatvttive ad~’antage. Thus, the problem of sustainahility is likely to be more

st2l-iotls given the nature of ttxtde ill the Ctll’rent el;i.

I I The emphasis on sustainability in this paper reflects the Canadian experience where

cohesiOll has Ix:ell It perennial conccI’I1. Etlr~l)eIill unit}’ has not been threatened ill Ihe

way Canadian unity has been. However, as Padoa-Schioppa (1987) IlOteS "tile threat of
scccssiom while Imppily not on the horizon in the COllltnllllily ~tl the present time

cannol be dismissed’,

19 Traditional trade theory suggesLs Ihal all tmitlng countries gain I’rom freeing try, de.

However. inlernalional economls~ working wilh the tJ~lditlonal Ihcory have prohahly
undcrcstitnaled the inlport:ulce of Ihe uncertainly associated ~’ilh the gains I~’om trade.

Reeenl theoretical work - which ineorpol~ltes imperl~rct compclition and economies of

scale - has showi1 that some cot.lntrics cal’l enlel’ge as tier losers when trade i~ fleed.

(See. for example: Kl’tlgtll:lll. 1987) Moreover. "histotT is replele with examples of

regional conllicLS" which emct~gc ;Ls a result of integration . (See Padoa-Schipplm, 1987,
pp.21-25.)
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then the union may not be sustainal)lc. For example, if the losers are
concentratecl within a particular country a majority in that cottntry ma),
decide that it is in their interest to withdraw fi’om the union. Indeed, there

nla)’be pl’esstll’eS oil the tlnioI1 eVCll if a majority in every 111clnber country

gains fi’om the union. This possibility is suggested in recent work on rent
seeking behaviour which I)redicts that national governments will attempt
to protect the losers (perhaps b}, withdrawing fi’om the union) if there are
large lattnlber o1" winners whose winnings are relativel)’ small and a small
number of losers whose losses are relatively large. Of course, this is
precisely the type of situation one encounters during a move to monetar)’
and economic union. Consumers gain with lower prices thanks to more
efficient production, exploitation of economies of scale, and lower
transaction costs. But, some workers anti capitalists lose their source of
livelihood when operations close. If the economic union disintegrates as a
result of rent seeking the aggregate gains fi’om union disal)pear and new
adjustment costs will be incurred. Moreover, if individuals within the ttnion
are concerned about sustainabilit), investment in restructuring will be
lower and the gains fi’om itnion will be smaller than the), otherwise would
have been. Thus, concerns about the sustainabilit), of the union can redticc
the i)olet’lti;ll gains fi’om tmion which in I;Lil’I1 can rechice eonamitment to
the union.

Clearl); the t),pe of insurance provided b), tile opt out clause is unlikely
to be efficient. Not only does tile opt out clause potentially reduce
investment in restructuring to a level below that recluired to realise all
potential gains fi’om union but also an individual state’s decision to
withdraw fi’om tile union will impose costs on other states since some of
the original gains fi’om union e~!io),ed by states remaining will disapl)ear
and since additional resu’ucturing costs will have to be incurred. The state
that is withdrawing will not take Ihese external costs into account. As a
consequence SOlne I.yl)e o[" "second best" arrangement may be desirable to
assure cohesion.

It is also iml)ortant to note that tile potential threat to union is
part;icularl), strong when the uiiion involves groups which define
themselves in nationalist terms. Altllough nationalism can have positive
consequences in some areas it is unlikely to make sustaining ttnion easier\
Indeed, "nationalist" ideologies lyl)icall)’ I)lame domestic prol)lems on
other natlolls. Collsequelltl)’, Zillions involving distinct national gt’otll)s ma},
I)e till’eal.ened because the i.inion is blamed for domestic problems even
though the union was not in an), way responsil)le for those problems.

The purpose of the societal cohesion policies impliecl by this
theoretical framework is to assure, as mttch as possible, that the economic
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community of states or nations remains together. A wide variety of policies
can potentially contribute to this objective. These can be grouped under
three general headings (these groups are not muttmlly exclusive): (1) the
use of institutional arrangements which minimise conflict; (2) citizenship
policies designed to foster a sense of citizenship in the inclusive
community; j:s and (3) redistribotive policies designed to "compeosate" the
losers. 14 The purpose of each group of policies is to establish a political
environment in which discontent does not manifest itself in movements

which threaten unity. Moreover, there are a wide variety of policy
instrun]ents (including the centralised provision of public goods and
services, centralised income redistribution, centralised regional policy, and
centralised social insurance schemes) which fall under each of these
general categories.

The most important institutional arrangement used to mioimise
conflict arises fi’om the applicati9n of the federal or subsidiarity principle.
If a union involves diverse groups with unique preferences the legislative
powers of the inclusive level of government should be limited to areas
where there is little possibility of conflict. However, it is not possible to
have a union without some type of centralised institution which is
vuhlerable to connict. The challenge of assignment is to weight the
benefits of centralised jurisdiction against the potential for conflict over
centralised policies in the particular legislative area being discussed.
Moreoveh it is necessary to keep in mincl that conflict can result in the
complete breakdown of the union thereby eliminating all gains from
integration not just the gains fi’om centralisation in the legislative area
I)eing examined. Unfortunatel),, we have seen that there are no mechanical
rules one can apply to determine the optimal assignment of jurisdiction.15

13 Many redistributive policies pursued b)’ the inclusive level of government probabl)’ fall

witldn both groups 2 and 3. Policies which are not cxplicilly redistributivc, such as

policies encouraging educational and cultu]~d exch~ulgcs, new curricuhma with more

"union contenl’, and the like fall exclu.sivcly under group 2.

14 It is important to recognis¢ th:tl a plethora of difficulties arise when considering

"compensation". It is well beyond the ,’;cope of this paper to discuss the difl]cuhies here.

Those interested ill these difficulties Sl’iOtll(] constlh the extensive literattll-es dealing
with the new welfare economics, the welthre cost of redistribution, and moB,’al hazard.

15 There is :l veQ’,vel), la!ge literature OIl [he assignmcnt of legislative jurisdiction. Breton
and Scott (1978) is a vel3’ good introduction to the subject.
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Citizenship policies involve fostering a sense of citizenship in the
inclusive community. Under conventional free trade agreements tbe
people uniting to form the economic comtnunity are linked together only
through market exchanges. Citizenship policies introduce other social

bonds between the uniting peoples and strengthen the individuals
identification with the inclusive pollW. A wide variety of policies can do this
it~chlding the introduction of a common set of democratic rights for all
members of the inclttsive polity, the use of symbols (sucb as the European
community flag), education policies which increase knowledge about other
peoples in the union, and cttltural exchange’s. Citizenship policies might
also include the introduction of social rights and an inchtsive welfare stale.

Compensator), policies, the final category, involve discretionary

intervention to compensate the losers to assure unity. Regional policy
designed to facilitate adjustment, income transfers designed to insure
against losses which result from union, and intergovernmental transfers
implemented to assure states can maintain public services are specific
examples of compensatory policies. Tile European Commission currendy
I~wottrs this approach as is evident in tbe following quotation: "Smaller
counu’ies, in particular those having recently joined tile Community with
relatively protected economic strttetttres, have proportionately the biggest
opportunities for gain fi’om market integration. In any case, instruments
exist to p~vvide an insurance policy to help losers recover (my italics). (The
Commission of the European Communities, 1988a)."

At present there is no general theory or body of empit-ical evidence to
guide policymakers attempting to choose the best combination of policies
to assure cohesion. The review of the Canadian experience in this paper
attempts to focus attention on the significance of cohesion by identifying

the types of policies implemented to achieve cohesion in Canada and by
highligbting some of the Canadian successes and faihtres.

Tbere is, bowever, one significant theoretical lesson which emerges
fi’om the theoretical fi’amework oudined in dais section. If the basic theory
of fiscal federalism developed in economics is at all insightful one mttst
conclude that the inclusive level ofgovermnent has a critical role to play in
providing tbe public good, societal cohesion. The gains fi’om cohesion spill
over national bottndaries. Indeed, if the :trgttments about cohesion
advanced here are accepted, there is a strong a priori case Ibt" a federal
system of government, where the inclusive level has tbe independence to
pursue policies wbicb migltt counter the policies which threaten
disintegration even though tllese were chosen by a sovereign menlber
stale. Although tbe inclusive level of governtnelat is also vtdnerable to rent
seeking, it is relatively certain that. the inclusive level of government will
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not pursue policies which result in the breakdown of tile union.

But this said, it is important to recognise a complication. Societal
cohesion is not a light house or an army which can be produced by
bringing together labour, capital, natural resources, and current technical
knowledge. Instead it is a social state where the economic and monetary
ttnion is intact and people are solving disputes peacefully. Creating this
state of tile world through policy is difficult, perhaps even impossible.
Moreover, even if policy did create the desired societal cohesion it would be

impossible to establish this fact using empirical techniques used hy social
scientists. As a consequence, it will be impossible to convince those who are
sceptical about tile prospects for "social engineering" societal cohesion that
it is wortb talking about. None the less,the history of Canadian fedel’alism
illustrates that policies designed to deliver societal cohesion play a critical

role in an economic attcl monetary union involving diverse communities
and this paper is based on tile premise that mttch can he learned about the
delivery of social cohesion via a study of the Canadian experience.

It is also extremely important to emphasise the precarious balance any
successful policy package designed to assure cohesion must achieve.
Successful cohesion policies must balance the interests of both winners and
losers produced by union; cohesion policies are not just about the losers.
"File current problems in a number of federal states (Canada, India,
Belgium, Nigeria) originate in tile richer member states (Alberta, Punjab,
Wallonia, Biafra) who feel that they would be better off outside tile union
due, in part, to relatively high implicit transfers to poorer member states. 16
Actually achieving tile balance necessary for a successful cohesive policy is
extremely difficuh as the following discussion of the Canadian experience
indicates.

Taxation

There are many potential gains from harmonising and centralising t~Lx
systems, especially in corporate tax area where capital movements are quite
sensitive to differences in t~x regimes. A centralised tax collection system
can reduce administrative costs and improve collection by exploiting
economies of scale and supporting more specialised support services. A
centralised tax collection system can redtlce compliance costs by allowing
tax payers to deal with a single tax form and a single bureaucracy no
matter where tile), live. This is especially important for corporations

16 This problem is i1oI. restricted to fede~zd states as the recent rise in ScotLish nationalism

within the UK illusuaucs.
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operating in more than one nlember state. Ecotaomic efficiency may be
increased since differences in tax regimes and tax induced distortions in
the spatial pattern of economic activity are reduced. Moreover, the
centralised tax system can enbance equity if that is a goal.

The ccntralisation of taxation can take many forms. One model is to
assign responsibility for taxation of a specific base to the central authority.
In this model the central autlaority may end up with more or less tax power
than needed to finance its assigned responsibilities. A system of
intergovernmental transfers which either redistributes some of the
collected revenue back to the member states or redistributes funds from
the member states to the central authority will be needed if tax powers and
expenditure responsibilities are not congruent. Another model simply
involves the creation of a centralised tax collection authority which collects
taxes and distributes the taxes collected in a member state back to that
member state. Still anodacr model involves a harnaonised system I)ut with
decentralised collection. Moreover, many bybrid approaches also exist.
Each offers at least some of the benefits noted ahove.

On the other hand, centralisation is not without costs. Because local
governments lose some control over taxation with centralisation they arc
unable to design the tax system in response to local needs and values. Tax
expenditures arc a very important policy instrument, consequently the cost
could be quite hlgb.17 The traditional democratic rule of accountabilit),,
which states that the government tbat spends tbe funds shottld be
responsible for raising them, can also be violated. However, it is difficult to
see why this goal should be interpreted as an inviolable axiom in the
design of a good t,’LX s)’stem. It is also sometimes argued that decentralised
tax s),stems encourage desirable t,’Lx competition. According to this view,
governments spend too much and tax competition acts as a constraint on
spending growth.

Any evaluation of the costs and benefits of centralised taxation must
also take into account the dynamic effect of the assignment of tax power. If
the central authority is given access to an income elastic tax base it will
undoubtedly face pressure to expand its role in society. This growtb of the
cenu’al atttborit), will result in a redistribution of income from ricb to poor
regions contributing to the cohesion of tbe union. I~ut, it may also

17 Mal’iy CCOl’*()tlliSt.S quesli()n tilt: desix~d)ilitv of tax Cxp(2n¢lilttrt:s. If tax expenditures are

prinlarily hidden rcdislributivc transfers inlplcn~cntcd in rcs[)onsc to "rent scckillg" the
avcl~lgc citizen, ahhough not necessarily local politicians, will cxpcricnct: n gain not a

loss if ccntrnlis;ition rcchlces tax expc*lditttres.
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generate conflict if meml)er states find that tile central authority is
encroaching on their areas of responsibility oK" transferring too much
money out of their region.

Protectb~ g Sovereignty in Federal and Integrated Systems
One of the central concerns which emerged in tile discussions of tile

various forms of integration in this paper was the loss of local sovereignty
which necessarily results with integration. This concern is particularly
acute in the case of small nlember states where local preferences are
distinctive. People in these states often assume that centralisation will
involve the tyranny of the majority over tile minority.

The institutional arrangement which provides tile most protection for
meml)er state sovereignty involves a confederal system with menal)er state
veto power over all union initiatives. Under a confederal,system decisions are
made by negotiation among member states and any central institutions are
funded by contributions from the member states. Confederalism assures
no policy is implemented without unanimity. However, this arrangement is
very inflexible and potentially divisive. Indeed, the costs of this
arrangement are so high few existing unions include provision for
unlimited state veto over union policy. Typically, veto power is restricted to
a limited set of maior constitutional or treaty changes and most policy
initiatives are governed by some type of institutional arrangement which
gives some role to majority voting or a federal system of governnlent.

The institutional arrangement which offers tile least protection for
local government sovereignty involves a federal political structure. Under a
federal constitution legislative responsihilities are clearly divided among
the inclusive and slate governments. The different governments are
completely independent and are free to implement what ever policies they
want in their own legislative sphere. All governments have the ability to
raise their OWll I-evenue. As a consequertce, decisions of the cenu’al
government are not subject to tile approval of stale legislatures and the

population of small states may he suhject to tile tyranny of the majority
over the minority.

However, it is important to recognise that local government sovereignty
and simple majority/minority argunaents against federalism have little
support in democratic theory. Ultimately, democracy is a system of
government which gives the individual i)ower to have some influence over
the collective decisions which shape the individuals well being. Local
government sovereignly does not guarantee that individuals have the
power to shape their own destiny. Indeed, local government sovereignty
may well reduce tim political power of individual citizens, especially if
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m~my important decisions are made in a confederal systenl of state
negotiation and individual citizens have little iTicat’ls to directly express
their preferences about ttnion policies.

Also, recent theoretical work on public sector decision nlaking suggests
that a federal system empowers the average citizen by simultaneottsly
establishing a system of checks and balances and competitive governments.
The "checks and balances" and governmental competition protect people
residing in small distinctive regions fl’om the tyranny of the majority in tile
union by enlpowering local governments to make decisions in the interest
of the local population while also protecting mino,’ity groups within the
region fi’om the tyranny of the majorit), within that region. "File minority
within tile small state will at least have the al)ility to "voice" its i)references
to two different levels of government and the inclusive government may
well protect the interests of the minority groul). This "claeck" on the power
of the local majority can be an extremely inlportant and desirable feature
of federal institutions. Although the member state government may lose
sovereignty under federalism individtml citizens ol" that state (especially
minority groul)s) may actually be eml)owered by federal institutions.

In addition, even though the ceJltral authority is constittttionally
autonomous there are a nunlber of praclical ])rotections for the interests

of residents of small states btfih, into it federal system. First, the residents of
small regions will have elected representatives who will aflvatlce their
interests. These regional representatives may have mttch more power than
their IILtllabel’S Seelll to Wal’l’al3t since their influence is exerted at tile
margin, especially if tile governing party holds only a slim m~iority (o," a
minority). SecoHd, the citizens of small states will often have similar
interests to other constituencies in the broader community and coalitions
can emerge which are potentially powerful. Third, all representatives
within inclusive level of gove,’nment will tend to take a more wholistic view
of the conlnlunity than tile i)HI)lic at large. In Canada, even the most
regionally motiwtted politicians adopt a national perspective after serving
in tile Celltl’a] j)al’jianlel~t. FotH’th, the interests of Slll~:ll] states call I)e
advanced through ’+log-rolling" (securing sul)port for initiutives
adval~itageotlS to one’s oWl~l COllstil.tlellLS j)y offering to sul)port legislation
in the il’itel’ests of other grotq)s).

Interests of small Stales can also be i)rotected through inter-
goverHmental Hegotiation, challenges to the legality ofceHu’al actiolas, arid

tile use of the veto in discussions of constitutional change. Moreover, the
existence of a regionally I)ased institution, such as the Senate in the United
States, can provide still more protection. As a last resort, the local
governnlent can always take policy actions to counter i)olicies of the
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central authority. To he sure, these safeguards can not guarantee the
protection of minority interests.18 However, they do provide much more
protection than typically allowed in many discussions of integration.

18 The concern with tile tyranny of the majority over the nlinorit,’., has dolninaled

discussions of fcdcrnlism since the publication of The Federalist Papers by Madison,

IIlamillon, and Jay (1770). Recenl (heoz’clical work it1 econolnics and political science

has formalised Inzln)’ o1" Ihe al’gUlnents ;~dvanced ILv Madison. I-[anlilton. :lnd Jay :rod
adopled il~ the I~:clez=tl constitution of the United Stales. (Set: Ostl-tllll. 1978; and I?,rctot~

and Sct’~tt, 1978.)



Chapter 3

7"HE CANADIAN EXI)IJ.’IUMF~NT

The history of the Canadian federal union, which has lasted over 125

years, provides the basis for an interesting case study in integration. Like
the history of any community, Canadian history has been shaped by a set of
unique factors. These include: a relatively recent settlement by largely
European migrants, a legacy of British colonial rttle, and a unique
combination of cultural, linguistic, and economic diversity. As a
consequence, the Canadian experience may seem far removed from the
current concerns of Ireland and the European Community. However,
much of the Canadian experience has been influenced by factors which
are not unique to Canada. Indeed, the two most important challenges to
Canadian integration will be familiar to anyone who has seriously thought
about the fnture of the European Comnlunity. Moreover, many of tile

policies adopted to secure integration in Canada have surfaced at some
point in academic debate over the future of Europe.

One of the inlportant challenges to Canadian integration can be traced
to the regional dimensions of Canada’s cnhural, linguistic, and economic
diversity. The peoples in each of the Canadian states have a remarkably
strong sense of regional identity. Indeed, even after 125 years, many
Canadians lack a strong sense of national identity. This is particularly true
in the Province of Quel)ec which is the home of most of Canada’s French
speaking i)opulation.

The coexistence of two language groups within the Canadian stale is a
particularly important aspect of this challenge to unity. The "language
question" arises out of a colonial history where Canada was first a colony of
I;’rance and then, following military conquest, a colon), of England. B), the
time of union the French speaking population was concentrated in the
Province of Quebec while English speaking settlers formed a majorit),
elsewhere. Moreoveh at the time of union the French speaking i)opulation
was a minorit), within Canada and represented a small fi’action of the total
North American population. Not surprisingly, the people of Quebec were
concerned about the survival of their language and culture. Today, the 6.5
million Qnebecois people continue to be concerned :abont their ability to
survive in a continent of over 250 milliotl English speakers and they are

37
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particularly interested in assuring that they have the sovereignty required
¯ . It

tO preserve theH" unique Ctlit.Llre . 9

The second challenge to the federation arises out of the uneven
distril)ution of the benefits of union. Although the Provinces that united to
form the federation all believed that they would benefit fi-om tile union it
quickly I)ecame evident that the benefits of union would not be spread
evenly. The uneven disu’ibution of benefits has been a contentious issue
evel" since.

In part, the conflict over the disuil)ution of benefits arises in the five
eastern provinces, including the Province of Quebec. The income disparity
I)etween rich and poor provinces widened consideral)ly in the period
following union and the poor provinces have lagged behind other regions
of the country in their levels of economic activity ever since. In part, the
conflict over the distril)ution of benefits arises in the western provinces of
Alberta and 13ritish Columl)ia where it is generall), believed that the
mt’o l~ I goxernment s policies, especiall), policy affecting natural resource
industries, have hampered development.

The Canadian Union

The British North America Act, which established tile Canadian
federation, united four English colonies in 1867. Over time meml)ership
expanded reaching a total of 10 in 1949 when the eounu’y of Newfoundland
voted to join the Canadian union. (See the map presented as Figure 5 for

19 The challenge pi’escHlcd I)y the coextsl¢ltcc of two I;u’ge cuhttral-lingtdstic groups
Wilhhl Ihe C:tzl;tc]i:ltl union has been exacerbated by [wo nddiliozlal historical

c()nsit’[r2t’~ltioll.~, Firs1, th~ qll*2bcc [)cop[t: do not ~llw:tys "¢i,dw thcnl~,(:]’~,cs ~ts ~2qll;t]
parlncrs in the Catladian Ik:dcraliotl. iX]though the decision of Qltcl)cc to enter the
Canadian federation was v~hlnl;iry Ihe people of Qttcbcc slill believe that theh"
parlicipation in the Canadian federation was influenced I’,y urldcrlying coercive fi.~rccs.
Specifically, the eighteenth celltttt), colollial battles bc~wcctl l:.llglnnd and I~t~mce aTid
the victo~, of the English ill Quebec still influence the ~¢ay the Quebccois people view

English speaking Canada. The Quebec.is view English speaking Canada as the
conquerors ;rod thcHlsclvcs as the conquered. Consequently, the goal of indcpcndciicc
has special historical signilic;mce.

Second, the English speakiug mint~rity within the Province .f Quebec have
Ii’aditilmally dcmfinalcd conmlcrcial activity in thai i)rovincc :rod, as a consequence,
have enjoyed higher incomes than the French speaking majority. Overt discrimil~ati~m

;Ig;lillSl I’*l’Cllch spcakiHg Qucbccois is also ;m extremely hnporl:uat f~;iture or Quebec
eCOlXOlnic histol)’. These [.tcl.s have alst~ iiIllucllccd Qucbecois nltitudcs IOWnl’d Ihe
Elaglish speaking palLS of the counuT and attitudes Iowal’ds Ihe goal .f h~dcl~endence.
(It is import;ult to iiotc Ihal Frellch spc;Iking C:lll;IdiilllS Illll~.’ contt’oI the Quebec
business communil)’, Ihat there is clu’reiHly no evidence of discl’ilnin;td~m . ;md that
there is virlually laO dilTerence between the average illCOnlcs ol francopholac aim
allglophotle Quebcccrs.)
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dates on which various provinces joined tile union.) Tile original agreement
which nnited the four English colonies was motivated by a number of
factors. First, the uniting provinces all believed that they would gain fi’om
internal free trade. Prior to 1844 these British colonies had enjoyed a
privileged position in the British imperial system. However, as England
moved to a policy of free trade this plivileged position was undermined and
the colonies were tbrced to look elsewhere for markets. These were found in
the United States and fi’om 1851 to 1865 fi’ee trade between the colonies

and the US prevailed. In 1865 the US dramatically increased duties on
produce from the English colonies and the colonies were forced to look
inward. The result w~s the creation of a common market within Canada.

Second, the uniting provinces believed they would gain from a
common military policy. In part, concern with national defence was a
result of US policy. The English colonies in North America had ah’eady

experienced a war ~qth the United States (in ]812) and a repeat appeared
increasingly likely.20 In part, this was a response to British policy. The
British wanted to reduce their military expenditures and the colonies were
not sure if they could rely on the British government to come to their
defence if there was a war.21 The uniting provinces believed that a
common response would be cheaper and more effective.

Third, the uniting colonies believed they would gain because the larger
country could borrow on capital markets on better terms then any of the
indiviclual provinces could attain. At the time of union the individual states
uniting to form Canada needed to borrow heavily to finance infi’astructure
required to exploit the resources in the western half of North America.
Collective action seemed to offer potential gains to all.

Although economics wa.s the dominant factor in union the importance
of societal cohesion was also recognised. The British North America (BNA)
Act of 1867 established a federal systenl with two independent,
democratically elected, orders or levels of government.The tmiting states
divided legislative powers between these two levels of government in a way
which the signatories had hoped would assure cohesion. The states uniting
to form the federation maintained legislative powers over areas where

20 The United States was just e,ne,’ging 1"1"o111 11 civil ~,’ar. During the war the British had
supported tile South and there was, vefy legitimate, concern that the victorious Union
Arm}, would move north into whal is iitiw Canada in a campaign of"libel.’ation’.

21 The British position is best interpreted using the iheolT of i)ul)lic goods. The British
government believed the colonies were "free riders" and ~tntcd the people residing in
the colonies to 7isslltne it l;ll’g~l" SIl~lrt~ (If the cost of (Icfcnce.
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centralised control was likely to generate conflict due to differences in
language, religion, and basic values. Education, health, and social welfare
were areas considered especiall), vtdnerable to conflict and these ilnportant
fields were left to the provinces. The inclusive government, on the other
hand, was given responsibility for economic aft’airs: navigation and shipping,
tile postal service, currency and coinage, weighL~ and measures, banking,

. and the regtdation of trade and commerce. The inclusive government was
also given responsibility for the military and the criminal code.

The BNA Act also established two areas of shared jurisdiction:
agriculture and the fishery. In addition, the constitution included
provisions to protect the minority English speaking population in the
Province of Quebec and the minority French speaking population in the
other provinces.

The assignment of jurisdiction over taxation in the British North
America Act was also extraordinaril), important. The most important
revenue source for governnaents at that time (approximately 85 per cent)
was CLIStOnlS duties. As part of the move to a new Canadian eomnlon
market, which by definition involves a centralised system of tariffs, this
revenue source was assigned to the inch~sive government, lladeed, the
British North America Act, 1867, gave the inclusive government unlimited
tmx powers while restricting the provinces to direct taxation. This would
have important conseqttences for the future of the ttnion.

In agreeing to give up the right to levy indirect taxes tile uniting states
lost their most important revel]tie source. Flowever, becatlse the new
central government assumed responsibility for all accunaulated provincial
debts expenditure demands were also reduced. None the less, the
governments of the uniting states retained significant legislative
responsibilities and they still required revenue. As a consequence, the

British North America Act included provisions for a fixed per capita
transfer fi’om the new inclusive govelnnlellt to the state governmetats to
enable the provinces to discharge their legislative responsibilities.

The division of legislative powers embodied in the I?,ritish North
America Act reflects the basic principles which emerged later from work
on the theory of fiscal federalism. Legislative powers which potentiall)’
impinged upon the fi’ee movement of goods were assigned to the inclusive
government. In theor)’ this is desirable since policies "that interfere with
the fi’ee movement of goods, services, and factors of production in an
economy induce nationwide externalities" (Van Rompuy, Abraham, and

Heremans, 1991). On the other hand, areas where preferences were likely
to diffcr and where economies of scale in production and eonsttmptio~l
were small, were assigned to the provincial governments.
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The assignment of tax powers in Ihe British North America Act
generated what public finance economists call a fiscal gap. One level of
government had access to more reventte than tile), needed to finance their
constitutionally as-signed expenditure responsibilities and tile other level of
government lacked tile t~× power to finance spending in their policy areas.
Many public finance economists now believe that this fiscal gap is desirable
since it gives tile inclusive government tile power to maintain the internal
market by encouraging societal cohesion, assuring the tax structure is
harmonised, and correcting externalities (See Norrie, Boadway, and
Osberg, 1991.)

The redistribution of some revenue (approxintately 25 per cent of total
revenue) to tile member states using a per capita formula introcluced an
element of equalisation. I?,ecause there were not seriotts disparities across
tile uniting states at tile time of union, and because the role of government
ill tile economy was relatively limited, it was not expected that this
provision would generate significant redistribution across states. None tile
less, tile provision For some equalisation did provide a mechanism to
redress disparities and assure cohesion, provide insurance against random
shocks, and limit inefficient fiscally induced migrations (see below for a
more detailed discussion of tile economics of equalisation.)

Thtts, tile l?,ritish North America Act eslablished a union with many
features now considered desirable by economists. Moreover, in many
respects, the I~ritish North America Act is close to the ideal sometimes
advocated in h’eland (see NESC 1989, Chapter 13) for Europe.22 Also, tile

new central level of government’s expenclitttre (net of transfers to the
provinces) anloltnted to only 4 per cent of total GNP in 1870. It is,
therefore, interesting to see how tile Canadian union evoh,ed under this
institutional arrangement.

Reg~onal Dispa~qtiez’, Regional Discontent, and Cohesion i’n Canada: 1867-1939
The division of legislative power embodied in the British North

America Act and tile limited role assumed by the new inclusive

government pre-empted much of the conflict potentially arising out of the
fierce regional Ioyahies which are characteristic of Canada. Even in tile

22 The assiglamcnt of expenditure responsibilities assured consi¢lel~d)le local atllOnolny
while the assignment of tax bases provided the central authority with the revenue

sotH-ces reqttired to redistribtHe income fl’om I’ich to poor ~lnd to encotlf~lgc i’cgiofl~ll
development.
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Province of Qoebec most intellectuals and political leaders believed that
tile confederation arrangement provided more protection for their ctdture
than the alternative: full sovereignty. Specifically, they felt that their
concerns wotdd not only be reflected in political decisions made by their
provincial government but also in decisions made by the new national
government since national governments would have to depend on
Qoebecois votes to secure political office. None the less, a few intellectuals
and political leaders in Quebec did argue that the English speaking
majority would eventually use national policies against the interests of the
Quebecois people. However, even those opposed to the tmion recognised
that the division of powers offcred them significant protection. They were
most concerned that the tmion wotdd evolve in a way which eroded this

advan rage.
On the other hand, the distribution of economic benefits fi’om the

union agreement generated problems very early in the cotmtry’s history.
Indeed the union was seriously threatened when the people of the
Province of Nova Scotia (1869) elected a government committed to

withdrawal fi’om the union. The inclusive governments policies to promote
economic development, it was argued, were favouring the central, i’nore
populated regions. The smaller provinces were not el~joying the gains they
believed would accrue as a restdt of union. It is likely that the uniola would
have fallen apart at this point had not the British Government refused to
i’eStOl’e Nova Scotia’s colonial status.

The inclusive government, faced with a very tmhappy member of the
union, established a system of special intergovernmental transfers to
placate the Nova Scotians. Although these transfers clid not completely
satisfy the aggrieved provinces they did help the Nova Scotians swallow a
very bitter pill. There was no opposition to the transfers in the other
provinces. Most importantly, the use of intergovernmental transfers to
respond to the threat of disintegration eslablishecl an important precedent
in Canada.

The transfers introduced to placate the people in the slow growing
regions did not have a significam impact on the emerging disparities. The
eastern provinces, which enjoyed incomes marginally below those in Ontario

in 1867, I~:11 t’urtlaer and forther I:)ehind. 17~), the 1890s the economies of the
Maritime Provinces of Nova Scotia, New Brttnswick, and Prince Edward
Island were in serious trouble. Many manufacturing industries which
emerged in the period after 1850 went out of bttsiness leading to de-
industrialisation,. Immigration virtually ceased. Emigration rose to
unprecedented levels. In many areas population declined significantly. This
experience, so familiar to the Irish, was unique in North America.
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Tile explanation for this reJalive decline :.ldvanced by econonlic

historians is of signitqcanl interest. In the firsl half of the nineteenth
CCllttlry till2 colonial economies of British North America relied heavily on
resource eXl)Orts and imported manufactured goods. Economic progress
was, as a consequence, largely determined b)’ the demand for a region’s
exports and the relatively strong performance of the economies of the
Maritime Provinces in the period prior to 1860 can be attributed to the
rapid growth in demand for their resource exports.<->3 Between 1850 and
1870 domestic manufacttH’ing employment became increasingly important.
Initially local markets for manufactured products et~io),ed relatively high
rates of natural protection due to transport costs. But, with the
introduction of transcontinental rail links and a general move to lie’,’,’
mantffacturing techniques with significant scale economies in the late
1870s and early 1880s this natural protection was reduced significantly. As
trade within the Canadian common market increased local eiltrei)i’eneurs
in the Maritime l)rovinces resl)onded by investing wealth accumulated it’*
earlier years in new manufacttn’ing establishments. During the 1880s
otttl)ttt of state of the art manufacturing establishmenl.s in the iron, steel,
metal working, textiles, and tbod products grew as rapidly in the Maritime
Provinces as in the nation as a whole (Acheson, 1971,1977). The
develol)ment of the ntanufacturing sector simultaneously encouraged the
¢levelol)ment of the regions coal and iron mining indttstries. But during
tile recession of the 19g0s these new manufacturing inclustries came under
increasing competitive pressure from those located in the emerging
metropolises of Montreal and Toronto and many folded or contracted,e’t

"-),qWo~d :rod lish wi21"t~ Ihc Inosi JlnpeJrt:lnt t:Xl)Ol’l.~ of the r~:gion. The eCllllOII1)’ devclol)cd

:u’ound these Iwo i)rincip:d expl~l’us giving rise Io import:ult shipbuilding, wood nnd fish
i)roccssing. :uld shipping indtisli-ics ;is ~’cll as :l rcl:uivcly wen dc~’clop,~d lin:lilci~ll sector

providing the banking and ii~sttrance services required IO sust;iin the CXl)¢~l-t :lctivil)’. At

ihc titlle of liili~i~ the shipping t]cct owned :lnd opcrzlling out of Noel Scoti:i i)ort.s ~ls
Ihl: I~’lllrth I~lrgl2st ill the world (only Ihc Ilcet~ of Grcai I~lt-it:lin, the IJniled Slates. and

Holl~ind were I:irger) :lnd the shipbuilding induslry riv:illt:d th:lt o1" the United Sl:ucs. As

:l conscqiicncl~, considel~lblc wt:alth ~s :lcclnnlilat~d in Ihe shil)ping and Slnl)le ll’adcs.
l~|ol’co.~,13i". ]tiCill co~ll ~tti¢l il’l~n ¢ll31)l~il5 ~’Cl’C ;llso ~llll’~lClillg intl21"t~sI, zlll(I the I~l’SI hl~l,,~,

m~:i:ll iildustric.s in C:lnad;I wei’e est;iblished in No~l Scoli:l in Ihe period of union.
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Although tile ~’normal" oper;ition of market forces in an econonly v,,ith
increasing returns to scale and an unevenly distributed population pla),ed
an extremely important role in tile process of ecotaomic decline it must be
noted that the policies of the inclusive government undoubtedly
exacerbated tile problems. On balance inclusive government commercial
policy was less favourable to these provinces than to tile central provinces,
the eastern provinces did not enjoy any significant return on their share of
investlnellt to open up the west of the COtllltl’y, and Ihese pl’ovinces were

relatively disadvantaged when land given to the inclusive governmcnl by the
British Crown was transferred to Quebec, Ontario, and the new western

provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta, and British CohHllbia
(Alexander, 1978).

Tiffs experience, not surprisingly, generated considerable discontent in
tile Maritime Provinces. Howeveh by the 1890s the people of these provi~ccs
did not see any viable ahernative to remaining in tile union and channelled
their energies into securing a "better deal" rather than separation. They did
not get it. No new special programmes were introduced to help nor were
policies favouring tile central regions eliminated.

Although tile inclusive policies of governments in this period did not
promote cohesion the market response to regional disparities, labour
mobility, did. "File residents of the English speaking eastern provinces
increasingly responded to the disparities by moving to the more affluent
province of Ontario. This established important family ties across tile

country which acted as a unifying force. However, language limited the
mobility of the Quebecois people. As a consequence the people of Quebec
did not have tile smlle opportunity to share in tile gains fl’om union (by
moving to the centres of economic activity) as the people of tile English
speaking eastern provillces. The limited labour mobility which resuhs
because o1" language plays :~ particularly iml)ortant role in Can:lclian policy
Otl cohesioo in later years.

The next m:tjor threat io ihe Canadian economic and politic:d union
emerged with the First World War. "File inclusive government, which had
been given responsibility for the military, chose Io parlicipate in tile
conflict despite significant opposition to participation in the Province of
Quebec. In the English speaking part of tile country particip:ltion resuhed
in a powerftd sense of national citizenship. But, in Quebec, the policy
revealed the dangers of tmiting in even a loose federation when the
interests of :l minority diverge fi’om I.hosc of the m~tiority. Thtls, Ihe same
policy simuhaneously created social cohesion and mldcrmined il.

The Canadian experience betweetl 1914 and 1918 clearly indicates one
or the dangers of political union. The public linance liter:lture generally
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uses the military as the classic example of a public good. All can gain fi’om
political union to produce this good since the cost per person of providing
any level of military expenditure declines as membership in a collectivity
increases. However, if preferences are not similar minority groups may not
be able to appropriate the gains which arise due to economies of scale in
consumption. Indeed, the), may find themselves worse off in the union
than the), would be outside where time), have more control over the way the
public good is delivered. In the early public finance literature this pcoblem
was ,assumed away. (It was assumed that preference ftmctions were known
and that individual t;~Lx bills could be assigned to equate marginal benefits
and marginal tax cost.) The literature today focuses specilqcally on this
problem and the absence of a practical sohttion is now the strongest basis
for the principle ofsubsidiarity.

The experiences of World War 1 had two effects which inlh,enced the
evolution of time Canadian union in the post war period. First, it placed the
language question on the agenda thereby increasing interest in societal
cohesion. Second, it united Canadians, especially English speaking
Canadians, establishing a sense of Canadian identity and increasing the
importance of the inclusive level of government in the every day lives of
the citizens.

Initially, activit), relating to societal cohesion was limited to inclusive
government commissions studying the problems of Quebec and of the
lagging Maritime provinces of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and Prince
Edward Island. These inquiries were usually highly specific - the problems
of Ihe coal industry, the fishing industry, fiscal problems, etc. - which
suggests time difficulties were not thouglat to be irrevocable. Because the
economic problems were especially severe in the 1920s and 1930s as the
poor regions fell further and ftH-ther behind time rest of the country,
protest movements became increasingly vocal. None the less, only one
concrete policy initiative to deal with time problems was initiated in this
period.25

The important features of the regional evolution of the Canadian
economy in the first 75 ),ears just described are sommarised in Figures 6
and 7. Clearly union did not generate convergence nor were the benelits
of onion spread evenly across space. As Figure 6 illttstratcs income
disparities across regions actually grew through much of the period.This
picture is reinforced b), Figure 7 which compares the actual population

25 The M;irilime Freight Rates Act (1927) provided a sm:dl sul’Jsid)’ to shipl)ers to offscl

sx’~nle of tile Ioc~ttion~tl disxld~’~mtages which emergeq:l over the periled fidlowing tmion.
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growth in the Maritime Provinces with that which would have occurred
had population grown at the same rate as it did in Ontario. Bet:ween 1880
and 1940 over 400,000 people left these eastern provinces to seek
eml~loynaent elsewhere including many who went on to become leading
commercial figures.

It is especially important to (mote that, despite the existence of a su’ong
democratically elected inclusive government with access to a significant tax
base and a feeling of solidarity established during the war of 1914-1918
little action was undertaken to secure cohesion or balanced regional
development. Indeed, the national government Commissions studying
regional problems in the 1920s and 30s unanimously agreed that national
government policies, on balance, harmed rather than helped the lagging
Maritime Provinces. This experience should give rise to second thoughts
among those who believe that a union will necessarily generate
convergence, that political homogeneity and solidarity will increase
sufficiently over time to motivate action on regional disparities, or that time
existence of a strong democratically elected inclusive government will
necessarily result in policies favouring lagging regions.

The almost exclusive reliance upon a division of legislative powers to
secure cohesion in Canada prior to 1939 was about to change. Three
factors were especially important: (1) time growth of government which
occurred with time emergence of Keynsian economic ideas and the
philosophy of the welfare state; (2) troubles with the Canadian t,-Lx system;
and (3) political changes in time province of Quebec. The last of these
factors is considered in the following section. The first two, which are
closely linked, are considered here since tile problems first arose in the
1920s and 1930s.

In comparison with today, the role of government in Canadian society

in the 1867-1939 period was relatively limited. As illustrated in Figure 8
total expenditure of the inclusive government was generally 5 or 6 per cent
of GNE Although slightly higher in some years, low GNP rather than high
government expenditure explains time size of tile ratio in these periods.26

Provincial and mtmicipal governments were more significant in time
every day lives of Canadians during this period than the national
government. Consequently, when citizens began to demand more and
more government services time provincial governments, who were also

26 Canada ~Tts at war between 1914 and 1918, :~ severe n’eccssion occurred in 1920. and the

depression of t l~e 1930s ~¢as espcciall)’ scvcrc in Canada (outpul fell by ovcr 25 per cent
bctwceJl 1929 and 1933).



Figure 8:

Inclusive Government Expenditure as a Share of GDP
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constitutionally responsible for welfare state policies, were forced to turn
to new Fevenl_le SOUl’Ces. l?,ecause the), were limited to direct taxation the
income tax became the base o1" choice. The national government did not
enter the income tax field until 1919 ( it claimed that this was a temporary

measure to finance debt nccumulated during the war). The national
government quickly became the major player. Unfortunatel),, the
coexistence of I 1 different tax s),stems (10 provineial/I central) generated
a "tax jungle" which impeded the operation of the Canadian internal
market.

The emerging welfare state policies and the "tax jungle" created a
political crisis in Canada during the 1930s. In part, this crisis was due to tile
fact that the depression (lid not have an equal impact on all provinces and
the governments in the provinces hardest hit faced bankruptc),. In part, it
was due to the distribution of tax bases and the legacy of the war of 1914-
1918. Canadians, espceiall), those in the predominantly English speaking
parts of tile cotmtry, looked to the central government for solutions to

their economic problems. In 1937, the national government responded to
the crises by initiating a critical examination of the institutions of Canadian
federalism. The Report of the Royal Commission on Dominion Provincial
Relations was released in 1939 and the principles advocated in that report
had a protbund inlluence on the evolution of the Canaclian federal system
over the following 40 ),ears.

The Commission reeognised that provincial autonomy ill areas under
provincial jurisdiction was a prerequisite for national unit)’ and argued that
this autononly must be protected unless there were extremel), compelling
reasons for change. But, the Commission also recognised that provincial
autonomy was meaningless if the provincial governments lacked the
financial resources to act in areas of their jurisdiction. Indeed, the
Commission believed that tile union could not be sustained if serious
disparities in resources persisted. Specifically, the Commission noted:
"[There is] danger to national unity if the citizens of distressed provinces
come to feel that their interests are completely disregarded by their more
prosperous neighbours, and that those who have been full partners in
I)etter times now tell them they must get along as best the), can and accept
inferior educational and social services." (I).79) and "[11 is] the
Commission’s conviction that provincial autonom), in these areas must be
strengthened and respected, and that the only true independence is
financial security" (p.125) (Royal Commission on Dominion Provincial
Relations, 1939).

The ComzHission recomnaended I.he introduction of a system of
"National Adjustment GranLs" to assure provincial autonomy and financial
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security. The National Adjustment Grants involved a transfer fl’om tile
inchlsive governlnent to tile poorer states to assl_lre all Canadians,
regardless of province of residence, would have access to reasonably
coral)arable standards of pul)lic services at reasonably comparable tax
rates.

The Royal Commission (lid not, however, accept that tile existing
division of legislative responsibility, imposed by the British North America
Act, was sacred. Indeed, the Commission argued that tile pro~4nces should
turn over all income tax fields to tile inclusive government and that
inclusive level of government should have responsibility for unemploynmnt
insurance. In 1941 an amendment to tbe British Nortb America Act
enabled the national government to implement an unemployment
insurance programme. Also in 1941 the tax prol)lem was at least
temporarily resob,ed by tile introduction of a tax rental s),stem (discussed
below).

Much of the philosophy of tile Conlnlission, particularly its stress oil
the importance of intergovel-nmental transfers to enable provincial
governments to i)rovide reasonably comparable standards of public
services to all Canadians regardless of province of residence, was ultimately
embodied in the Canadian federal system. Although this otltcome was, in
part, a consequence of accident and compromise rather than design as tile
following section of the paper makes clear all subsequent governments
recognised tile importance of the feeling of "national citizenship"
highlighted in the Commission’s Report.

Regional Dispal~ties, I~g~onal Discontent, and Cohesion in Canada: 1939 - 1967
The Second World War helped clear up the inefficient tit.,: system that

had evolved in tbe 1920s and 1930s. As part of a programme of wartime
finance tile inclusive level of government struck agreements with the
provinces to "rent" tile three major provincial tax bases : tile personal
income tax, the corporate income tax, and succession duties. The
provinces received a fixed per capita transfer in exchange. Tbe revenue
net of pityments to tile provinces went to Finallce tile war. Tile rental
agreements were especially significant in that they incorporated an
element of equalisation, all l)rovinces received tile same revenue per capita
regardless of tile size of their tax base thus each province was given the
al)ility to provide tile same stanclarcl of public service at approximately tile
same rates of taxation as any other province. Thus tile tax rental
agreement reflected the philosol)hy of the Royal Commission oil
Dominion - Provincial Relations.

At the end of tile war the national government wanted to retain the
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highly eentralised tax system iml)lieit in tile tax rental agreements and
devote tile difference between i’evellue and paytllents to the provinces to
national programmes in health, education, and welfare. "file emerging
Kcynsian ideas strongly innuenced the eenu’al governments position since
it wanted to have tile tools to control tile level of aggregate demand.
Moreover, in tile aftermath of the war many Canadians were looking to tile
national government to solve the problems of peacetime. A rise of
Quebecois nationalism also convinced national government leaders that a
cohesion problem existed and that the equalisation implicit in tile tax
rental agreements and advocated by tile Royal Commission on Dominion
Provincial Relations should be continued in tile interests of national unity.

However, there was also significant opl)osition to exl)ansion of tile role
of tile celltral governnlent. Economists ill the Celltl’a] government
Department of Finance, although strong advocates of some type of
demand management, did not want to see new policies which might
interfere with market adjustment. The economists were l)articularly
opposed to policies which might impede labour mobility across regions or
across jobs. Tile influence of tile Department of Finance economists was
most evident in tile Canadian White Pallet on Employment which
announced tile inu’oduction of Keynsian type policy in 1945. Ahhough
generally modelled on tile Beveridge proposals of England, the Canadian
version failed to include specific mention of regional disparities as a policy

concern. Tile expansion of tile inclusive level of government was also
opposed by tile richer i)rovinces and Quebec. These provinces rejected the
national government proposal to expand activit), in the areas of health and
welfare arguing that only provincial governments had the constitutional
autlaority to act in these areas.

Tile rise of a strong Quebeeois nationalism [ollowing the war played a
particularly ilnportanl role in the evolution of tile Canadian union in the
post 1945 period. The rise of Qoel)ecois nationalism was a consequence of
at least three factors. First, the rural, Catholic, franeophone population of
Quebec were strongly influenced by the Catholic Church and Catholic
social teaching and rejected the liberal capitalist values which held sway ill
much of tile rest of the country. Second, the war of 1939-1945 had the

same effect as the previous war in Europe. The introduction of
conscription despite significant opposition within Quebec again revealed
the dangers of a powerful cenu’al government for a minority population.
When a serious conllict ill values or interests emerged the majority view
would carry the day. Third, tile national government bureaucracy was
dominated by anglophone Canadians and there were virtually no
opportunities for francophone Quebecois to participate in this
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bureaucracy, especially in the higher circles, in their own language. The
provincial government, on tile other hand, was dominated by fi’ancophone
Quebecois.

The people of Quebec elected (and re-elected) a provincial government
led by Maurice Duplessis from 1944 to 1959 on a strong provincial autonomy
platform. The Duplessis’ Government contended that the snrvival of
francophone culture and Canada’s inter-ethnic harmony depended on
continued adherence to tile decentralised pattern of power sanctioned b)’
the Confederation pact (Freiclman and Forest, 1988). Tile national
governments desire to expand its sphere of influence and the autonomy
demands for Quebec were bound to conflict and tile), did.

Tile conllict began when Quebec decided to establish its own personal
and corporate tax systems. This simultaneously threatened tax
harmonisation and nndermined tile inclusive governments strategy to
achieve social cohesion by fostering a sense of national citizenship using
conditional grant programmes and implicit equalisation.

The national government responded to the failure of its own initiatives
and the Quebec tax proposals by entering into negotiations with the
provinces. Tile outcome of these negotiations was a tax system in Quebec
quite similar to that developed by tile inclusive government and a set of
agreements with tile other provinces to share taxes collected by tile
inclusive government fi’om t~x base defined b), the national government.
Under the t~L,: sharing agreements tile participating governments received
a share of the total tax collected equal to the share actually collected in the
province. A formal scheme of revenue equalisation which provided
transfers to all provinces, including tile Province of Quebec, whose
personal and corporate income tax bases were unable to ),ield as much
revenue per capita as the richest provinces was introduced as part of the
package. The Equalisation transfer was unconditional and financed from
the inclusive governments revenues. The Equalisation programme in
Canada is a concrete manifestation of the Royal "Commission National
Acljustment Grant" philosoplay discussed above. The inclusive government
also decided to proceed with cost shared programmes.

The federal provincial agl’eements covering tax sharing, eqnalisation,
and tile major cost shared programmes became an extremely important
fcature of Canadian federalism. Although the Equalisation and cost shared
programmes were governed by national government legislation and tile
provincial governments had no legal rights to influence the development
of these programmes, these programmes were closely linked to tax sharing
and Quebec/Canada tax harmonisation which required provincial
government approval. Consequently, tile entire package was subject to
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intergovernmental negotiations and the provinces were given some
leverage to influence the final outcome. Because the agreements only
covered a period of five years the Canadian fiscal system was the subject of
regular intergovernnlenlal l’neetil’tgs and conferellces.

The revenue equalisation scheme contril)uted significantly to social
cohesion in Canada while at the same time keeping the independent
corporate and personal income tax systems in Quel)ec in laarmony with the
rest of the country. Indeed, the revenue cqualisation programnle has been

called "the glue that holds the country together". In 1957 the programme
was restricted to the tax bases subject to the federal tax collection
agreements. But over time, eligibility was extended to all tax bases available
to the provinces (over 30 in all) to provide a very general system of
revenue equalisation. Then, in 1982, the equalisation principle was
formally entrenched in the Canadian constitution. Undoubtedly, part of
the reason for dais is that redistribution is not of the simple zero sum type
and people in all provinces, notjust the people in the pool" provinces
derive some benefit. (This is discussed in more detail below.)

Not surprisingly, the major national government conditional grant
programmes in health, welfare, and higher education introduced in the
1950s were strongly opposed by Quebec on constitutional grounds.
Howevel, the national government successfully argued that these transfers
did not represent an intrusion in provincial jurisdiction even though they
forced the provinces to change their policies to qualify but instead
represented "gifts" fi’om the national government. The legal right of the
national government to make "gifts" was eventually established but the
Quebec government refused to accept the "gifts" despite the fact that the
Quehec people were ultimatel), financing at least part of these gifts
through their tax payl~lents to the national govel"nmel~t. This situation
could not persist long without threatening the union.

The conditional grant programmes were not especially attractive in the
poorer provinces either. Because these transfers were conditional the poor
provinces adjusted their spending to qualify. It is likely that local
development programmes suffered as a resuh. Also, the pool" provinces
had to impose higher tax rates to finance their share of expenditures
(their tax base was smaller) than their richer neighbours. None the less,
the transfers did increase government revent_le and these provinces
accepted the funds without much complaint.

Thus, the national government was forced to adjust its policy to meet
the concerns of Quebec. The compromise eventually reached involved
increasing the weight given to provincial concerns in the federal -
provincial negotiations and "opting out". Under "opting out" the Quebec
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government or any other provincial government could decide not to
participate in a national cost shared programme and instead receive an
equalised tax u’ansfer provided they introduced a programme which met
the general conditions required of the national shared cost programmes.
(Time inclusive level of government would reduce its tax rates within the
province while the provincial government increased their rates to keep
total tax collection unchanged. This provided additional provincial
revenue equal to what the province would have received had it accepted
time conditional transfer.)

In the 1962 renegotiation, the tax sharing agreements were replaced by
tax collection agreements. Under the tax collection agreements the
inclusive level of government offered to continue collecting personal and
corporate income taxes on behalf of the provincial governments while at
the same time offering more provincial flexibiliW in the choice of tax rates
in exchange for continued federal control over the base. The revenue
equalisation scheme was expanded to "equalise" tax collections from
provincial tax bases not covered by the tax collection agreements. In
subsequent negotiations the equalisation formula was extended to cover all
tax bases used by the provincial governments thereby assuring each
province received revenue equal to what they would have received had they
applied the national average tax rates to the national average tax bases.

During the 1960s the inclusive government also continued to expand
its programmes in health, education, and welfare. By the late 1960s a
unique federal welfare state had evolved to the point where all Canadians,
regardless of province of residence, could expect reasonably comparable
levels of these public services while paying reasonably comparable levels of
tax. This undoubtedly contributed significantly to a feeling of "national
citizenship". None the less, serious regional disparities and the "language
problem" remained. Table 5 contrasts time Canadian and US experience

with regional disparities over the period from 1920 to 1965. Despite the
emergence of a national welfare state in Canada with significant regional
redistribution, disparities in personal income changed very little. In
contrast, in the United States, where there is no truly national welfare
state, time reduction in regional disparities was significant.

There is no simple explanation for time differences in the experience of
these o.vo large North American federations. The United States federation
did generate significant redistribution across regions. Indeed, Bayoumi
and Masson (1992) estimate that time US "federal fiscal system reduces
differentials by 22 cents out of every dollar" even though redisu’ibntive
effort was only half that of Canada. It is possible that heavier reliance on
market adjustment accounts for the greater success in the US. Bul, time
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obvious alternative hyl}othesis, that tile poor Canadian regions are more
peripheral with respect to North American markets than any US region
and thus face severe handicaps in a competitive market environment, is

equally plausible. At present, there is no empirical research available to use
in [111 ;.issCSSlillZill of these alternative positions.

Table 5: Comparison of (~mvergence in USA and Canada, Perso,al Income Per Capita

USA

(Acg.= 100 ) 1920 1926 t 930 19,10 1950 1960 1965

Northeast 124 129 121 106 109 108

Mid Atlantic 13,1 140 12,t 116 116 I 1,t

Mid Wcst 108 I I I 112 112 107 108

West North Cenu=d 87 82 84 94 93 95

South 59 56 69 74 77 8 I

I’~:tst Sotlth Centl’al 52 48 55 63 67 71

Wesl South Centl’~ll 42 61 70 81 83 83

Mot tn ulin I O0 83 92 96 95 90

Pacific 135 130 138 121 118 115

Disparity Gap
(Highest/Lowest) 3.21 2.91 2.51 1.95 1.76 1.62

Coefficient of Variation 0.381 0.376 0.301 0.208 0.186 0.16

CANADA

(Avg.= 100 )

Newfotuldland na na na 51 55 59

Prince Edward Isl:md 56 52 53 55 56 62

No~".i Scolia 67 74 78 75 76 73

New Brunswick 6.1 65 05 70 68 68

Quebec 8,1 92 86 86 87 90

Ontario 114 124 126 122 118 117

ManitolJa 108 99 92 101 99 9"4

S:lskatclaeW:ul I 01 61 71 83 89 89

Albcrul 113 90 91 101 100 96

British Colombia 122 127 123 122 115 113

Disparity Gap
(Highest/I.owest) 2.17 2.41 2.37 2.,t0 2.12 1.99

Cocllicicn t o f Variation 0.268 0.304 0.281 0.289 0.257 (t.234

,~mrce: Sl:ltistics C4tnada, Hi.~lorical StatiMic.* of Canada. US l)el):lrtlnenl of Coliinlcrcc,
Hiatorical .~atislics of the United Stat~.
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The continued existence of regional disparities anad the language
problem did not go unreeognised in Canada in this period. Indeed, as so
often happens in Canada, these problems were addressed by government
appointed Commissions. The Gordon Commission repov’ted in 1957
arguing that a "bold and comprehensive and coorclinated approach" was
needecl to resolve the underlying problems of the Atlantic region (Savoie,
1986). "File national government responded in 1960 with its first regional
development programme and by 1967 eight regional development
programmes were in place. For the first time in Canada there was interest
in regional problems. The Royal Commission on Bilingualism and
Biculturalism (1965) tackled the language question directly aclvocating a
policy of official bilingtLalism which would assure francophones could
enter the highest circles of the inclusive government civil service and
guarantee francophones throughout the country access to national
government services in their own language. In addition the Commission
concluded "We believe the notion of equal i~artnership connotes a vast
enlargement of the opportunities for fi’aneophones in both priwtte and
public sectors of tile economy". Thus, resolution of the language question

also required policies to deal with regional dispan-ities since tile Province of
Quebec was relatively disadvantaged.

By 1967, Canada’s centennial ),ear, the national governments policy of
stimulating tile development of a national and federal welfare state via
intergovernmental u’ansfers had achieved much. Although the citizens of
the poorer provinces continued to face low incomes and poor employment
prospects disparities in the quality of heahh, education, and welfare
services had been reduced significantly. This not only reduced inequalities
in comprehensive incomes but it also had a significant impact on "equality

of opportunity" in the national labotLr market. Young adults from
Newfoundland coulcl now enter tile labour market with the same general
skills anad training ~ts yonng adtdts fi’om Ontario anacl Alberta. While young
Newfoundlanders may have had to move to secure employmem tile), at
least could compete on equal terms with other job applicants fi’om other
parts of tile country. Tile remaining income and employmen~t problems
would be addressed in the following decades.

Regional Disparities, Regional Discontent, and Cohesion in Canada: 1968-Present
In 1968 Pierre Elliot Trudeau ~,’as elected as Canadian Prime Minister.

I-le made national tLnity his central preoccupation and described it as the
single motivating force for his involvement in ptthlic life. Trndeau’s
political activity was a reaction to developmenLs in his home province of
Quebec. Between 1960 and 1965 Quebec experienced what is often called
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" the Quiet Revolution". The "Quiet Revolution" in Quebec involved four
convergent phenomena: " (I) the capture of state power and the exercise
of social hegemony by an urban based, technocratic, and pro-union
franeophone elite; (2) Ihe secularisation of civil society; (3) the

modernisation of the provincial state apparatus and a marked shift toward
state intervention in economic life; and (4) the formulation of an
aggressive nationalism which involved a redefinition of fi’ancoplaone

collective, territorial identiD,"(Friedman and Forest, 1989). Demands for
increased provincial autonomy and even independence in Quebec
increased and political debate within the province was dominated by
Trudeat~, who argued that Canadian federalism coHId, with some
important changes, provide the basis for a society which would be the envy
of the world, and Rene Levesque, who argued that the interests of
Quebecois people would be better served by a new politically independent
Quebec.

"l’rtldeat~, a strong opponent of ethlljc nationalism and a consttmlnatc
federalist, strongly believed that the existing constitutional structure in
Canada provided the best base on which to build a better society for both
anglophone and fi’ancophone Canadians. What was needed, according to
q’rudeau, was a new emphasis on language rights, individual rights
including what might be called, following Marshall (1964), welfare state
righL~, a division of constitutional powers which reflectecl the realities of the
late twentieth century, and a policy of official bilingualism. In addition,
q’rudeatl strongly believecl that a balanced pattern of regional development
was both necessary and desirable. Indeed, Trudeau argued that: "Economic
equality ... [is] just as important as equality of language rights ... If the
tu3derdevelopment of the Atlantic provinces is not corrected, not by charity
or subsidy, but by helping them become areas of economic growth, then the
unity of the country is almost as surely destroyed as it woulcl be by the

French - English cotlfi’ontation."( Quoted in Phidcl and Doern, 1978).
Shortly, after assuming his role as leader of the governing Liberal Party,
Trudeau called a general election. I-lis policy proposals proved very popular
~’ll’i([ he was returned to office with a massive majority.

Thus, for the first time in Canadian history, there was a central
government in Canada with a very su’ong desire and naandate to tackle the
problem of regional disparities. The government moved quickly and
established the Department of Regional Economic Expansion (DREE).
.Jean Marchand, a close and highly respected fl’iend of Trucleau, was
appointed Minister of the Department, guaranteeing that regional
development issues would occupy an important role within the Cabinet.
Moreover, all parties supported this initiative.
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Tile new Department adopted the "growth pole" approach to
development advocated by l~erroux (1950) and Boudeville(1966) and
proceeded to in~plement two related programmes: the special areas
programme, which i)rovided support lbr inl]’astructure improvements in a
small number of designated areas, and the regional development
incentives programnle, which l)rovided incentive grants to encourage firms
to locate in lagging regions. Once these programmes were in place Canada
enjoyed one of the most comprehensive develol)ment schemes in tile
world. Nol onl), was DREE supporting (levelopment directly, but also, cost
shared pl’ograllln+es in health, income nlaintelaance, and posl secondal’),

education were assuring national standards across IJle CO+lntry and the
general Equalisation programme was enabling tlae provincial governments
in poor regions to provide a COml)rehensive range of services and
progranm+es (including their own regional development programmes)
without forcing their residents to incur relatively high tax burdens.

The Trudeau governmenl remained in i)ower for most of the following
twelve years and national unit), remained its central preoccupation. After a
series of attempts Trudeau finally managed to secure constitutional change
in 1981. Unfortunatel),, the government of the Province of Quebec, led b),
Rene Levesque, refused to sign the new Constitution. Ahhough still legall),
binding in Quebec (unanimit), was not required) the al)sence of Quebec’s
signature was a major weakness, hnporlanil),, the new constitution
explicitly inchlded a section declaring that all governments in Canada were
committed to redHcing regional disparities and thai the inclusive
government was responsible for an Eqttalisation programme which would
allow ;ill provinces to provide "conq)arable standards of public services :it
COml)aral)le rates of taxation".

The inclusive governments redistributive and regional development
programmes have generated a sul)stantial redistribution of resources from
the richer to poorer provinces inehtding the province of Quebec. Table 6
provides a general picture of the inclusive governments fiscal activit), in the
Atlantic Canadian provinces of Newfoundland, Prince Edward Island, Nova
Scotia, and New Brunswick. The data are converted to US$ per capita :it
purchasing power i)arit), to allow a COml)arison with the EC exl)enditure in
h’eland. It+ the poorest i)rovinces the net inllow of fitnds fi’om tile national
government (expenditures in the province minus taxes collected in the
provitice) currently exceeds 30 pet" cent of GDIL In these same provinces
ahnost 50 per cent of provincial government revenue comes direct.ly from
the national government via intergovernmental transfers. Given tiffs level
ol+transfcr one would expect to see some convergence and considerable
cohesion.
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Table 6: Ca~tadian Govm’nment Fisc¢ll Activity in the Atlantic I’rovinc¢’.~" and EC Activity in h’eland
(Per C.apita in US$. Purchasing Powm I’ality)

Federal Government Ifxl~enditures (~’ Cxttegoty) and 7?L~e~ in Atlantic Canada

)~¢tr EC IL~’penditum
Tlzlnsfet~" to Tmnsfn.~ to 7’,n nsfel~’ to "Ft/>:e.~-

I~rl~ldilure on C, oe, ds Pm~ons Busine~s Govel~zment Col&cted

in Ireland and ~xtices

1961 168 126 23 103 163

1966 192 1’t2 40 [ 60 21 ’t

1971 310 261 36 367 436

1976 66 6,18 700 313 708 926

1981 231 892 995 740 990 1,3150

1986 ,I 33 I. I -.23 I ,,q26 322 I, 153 1,607

Sources:Suttistics Canada (1989), NESC (1989), OECD (1989).

The outcomes of Canadian policy in t.he post 1968 period fall far short

of what one naight expect. The regional development and redistributive
programmes undoul>tedly played an important vole when the people of
Quebec rejected the indepcndelace option in a referendum in 1980. Thus,
in one sense, the policies did COt3tribute to cohesion. Howevez, the threat

of Quebec independence remains the dominant isstle in Canadian politics
and another indel3endence referendum is planned for the fall of 1992.
The policies have also resulted in some convergence in living statldards,
especially if incomes are delined comprehensively Io include Ihe benefits

flowing from pttbliely provided goods and services. None the less, as
ilhtslrated in Tables 6, 7, 8, mad 9 traditional disparities, whether measurecl
in terms of GDP per person, personal income, earned income, or
unemph3yment rates proved to be remarkably persisl.ent.
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Table 7: Pmvi,cial Gross Domestic Product Per Capita at Markel I’ffces. IO, 15"ovince. Selected )’ears

1961-1986: Relationship to National A vo~ge (Canada = I00)

Province 1961 1966 1971 1976 1981 1986

Newfoundland 50.0 52. I 56.2 53.6 52.0 60.0

Prince Edward Is. 49.4 ,18.4 52.3 52.2 50.5 59.5

Nova Sct~tia 65.3 63.0 67.9 66.0 61.3 75. I

New Brunswick 60.5 61.3 63.7 63.8 63.1 71.4

Quebec 9 I. I 89.9 88.9 88. I 86.0 90.3

Ontario 119.9 I I 7.4 117.3 109.,I 106.5 119.9

Manitoba 90.,t 87. I 90.7 91 .,I 88. I 86.5

Saskalchewan 77.3 99.6 86.9 101.2 108.8 85.4

Alberta 108.8 109.3 110.8 137.1 146.0 121.4

British Colombia I 1 I.I 109.2 106.8 108.6 109.,t 99.8

I)isparit7 Gap
(Highest/Lowest) 2.’t2 2.42 2.24 2.62 2.89 2.04

CocMcicnt of \gwiation 0.31,1 0.306 0.277 0.320 0.355 0.240

Source: S:lvoic (1986), Slatistics Canada, Pr~n;illcial Economic Accou nta.

Table 8: Pel~onal hlcome Per Capita at Market Price.t, by Prca;ince. Selected )’em~ 1961-1986:
Relationship to National Average (Czlnada - I00)

Province 1961 1966 1971 1976 1981 1986

Ncwf~undland 58.2 59.9 63.8 68. I 64.9 69.6
Prince Edward Is. 58.8 60.1 6b.7 68.2 67.4 74.6

Nova Scotia 77.8 74.8 77.5 78.’t 77.9 83.6

New Brun~a~’ick 68.0 68.9 72.3 75.3 71.3 77.5
Quebec 90. I 89.2 88.7 93.2 93.3 93.6

Ontario 118.4 116.4 117.0 109.6 107.7 110.4

Manitoba 94.3 91.9 94.1 93.2 93.0 90.3
Saskatchewan 71.0 93. I 80.3 98.8 99.5 89. I

Alberta 100.3 100.1 99.0 102.4 110.2 105.3
British Colombi:l 11’t.9 I I 1.6 109.0 108.8 101.7 100.3

Disparity Gap
( Highcst/ Lowcsl ) 2.0.’4 1.94 1.83 1.60 1.69 1.58
Cocffcicnt o f V;wi;~ti~.ln 0.274 0.249 ()"3.22. 0.195 0.193 0.15

Source." Savoic (1986), Sl:tlistics Canada, Prm;incial F.conomic A ccou nts.
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Table 9: h~arned Income I’er Capita at l$,ladtel P~ce_~. It), Province,. 8elected )’ears 1961-1986:

I~elationship to National Average (Canada - I00)
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Province 1961 1966 1971 1976 1981 196"6

Ncwfoundland 53.2 52.5 54.8 56. I 53.4 57.6

prince Edward Is. 53.5 53.6 57.0 60.2 59.0 66.5

No~ ,’a Scotia 75.0 71.5 74.2 74.2 73.,I 79.9

Ncw I?wtmswick 6,1. I 65. I 68.1 69.0 64.9 71.7

Quebec 89.5 89.2 87.8 90.4 89.9 91.3

Onlario 121.5 118.3 119.2 112.5 110.6 115.4

Mmfitoba 93.5 91.0 93.7 93.9 92.9 90.1

Saskatchewan 67.2 92.3 78.7 99.5 98.9 87.5

Alberta 100.3 99.0 98.6 105.0 114.4 107.2

British Colombia 103.1 I I 1.0 109.5 109.5 109.7 100.8

I)isparity Gap

(Highest/Lowest) 2.27 2.25 2.17 2.00 2.1 2.0

Coefficient of Variation 0.280 0.271 0.256 0.238 0.261 0.210

Sou roe: Savoie (1986), Statistics Canada, P~vvincial Economic Accou nt.~.

Table I 0: Provincial Unonployment Rates, Selected Ye.m~ 196 I-I 986: ICelalionship to National

Average (Canada - I00)

Piovince                  1961 1966 1971 1976 1981 1986

Newfoundland 275 171 135 t89 186 219

Prince Edward Is. 135 150 15 I

Nova Scotia I I,t 138 I 13 134 134 138

New Brunswick 1,18 156 98 155 154 15 I

Quebec 130 125 I 18 123 137 126

Ontario 77 76 87 87 87 77

Manitoba 70 82 92 66 79 81

Saskatchewan 58 ,I,I 56 55 61 81

Alberta 66 74 92 56 50 103

British Colombia 120 135 I 16 121 88 13 I

Canadian Rate (%) 3.8 3.4 6.2 7.1 7.5 9.5

Disparity Gap

(14ighest/I,owest) ,t.74 3.88 2.41 3.43 3.72 2.84

CoeMcient of Vm-iation 0.571 0.390 0.228 0.400 0.,t03 0.346

Source: Savoic (1986), Cxlnada Finance, Qum~m.ly Fconomic Rmdew, June 1991.
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Given the current state of knowledge about regional disparities it is
impossible to provide a satisfactory explanation for the remarkable
persistence of Canadian regional disparities 27. It appears that the
economic forces that initially generated tbe disparities are extremely
strong and that countervailing forces would have to be very strong indeed.

It is, however, possible to identify a number of factors which weakened
the impact of the Canadian attack on regional disparities. First, the first
OPEC oil crises in 1973 dramatically changed the terms of trade within the
CaIlaclian conlznon market. The oil rich western provinces, especially
Alberta, experienced a dramatic surge in growth while Ontario and tbe
Montreal region in Quebec, the mantffacttwing heartland of the country,
stagnated. The dramatic growth in Alberta directly increased measured
disparities thus masking some progress. Meanwhile, the difficulties of
southertl Ontario and Montreal simultaneously weakened political support
for regional policy (especially for regional incentive grants), provoked
national policy to deal with the Montreal/southern Ontario problems
(decreasing the attractiveness of regional incentive granm), and restdted in
changes in the designated areas making regional development incentive
gran~ available to firms locating in some relatively developed areas of the
country, inchtding Montreal and Windsor, Ontario (one of the centres of
the Canadian automobile industry). In the Montreal area alone 1,241
incentive grants were approved over a five yea]" period generating an
estimated 36,000jobs. It took the Atlantic provinces 12 years to achieve 421
approved grants and an estimated 20,000 jobs. Second, the discovery of
large oil reserves on tbe Continental shelf off the coast of the Atlantic
provinces in the early 1970s reduced concern about these regions and
provoked a change in regional policy so the focus was now on exploitation
of these resources (Most of the subsidies to bt~siness in the late 1970s and
early 1980s were energy related). The manufacturing heartland of the
country benefitted significantly from the beavy investment in
infi’astrttcture. Unfortunately for the Atlantic provinces these oil fields are
not in production and if current oil prices persist there is little hope that
they will ever come on stream. Third, the extension of the national
tmemployment insurance programme in 1971 to include all labottr force
participan~ with at least eight weeks of emplo),ment may have had adverse
consequences (see below for a discussion).

27 II is. }I(~)~’-’CV[~I’. clczu" th;tl conti]ltled disp:lrities arc i1(9I. [i C(lllSt2ql.lt~llC[~ (it [i complete

faihu-c of incentive type policies. Fewer than 10 per cenl of approved projects under
I)REE prog~z,nmes were discoHtinued or were Hot in commerci;d production within

three )’cars ~ftcr the illiti:d gz~ult ~ls pzt)’al)le (Savqfic. 197(~).
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The relative failure of the Canadian approach to regional disparities
can also be seen by comparing Atlantic Canada and the Republic of
h’eland. Table I1 and Figures 9 and 10 present pictures of the progress
made during the period discussed in this section. Although the focus on
GDP per capita and tmemployment rates, is incomplete at best , the
pictures do give the general impression that large scale redistributive
transfers to the economies of the Atlantic Provinces of Newfoundland,
Prince Edward Island, Nova Scotia, and New Brunswick were unable to

stimulate significant gains relative to Ireland over the period. Indeed, it
appears the Irish economy may have preformed slightly better than that of
Adantic Canada.

A comparison of the performances of the two economies raises a
nunlber of questions. Is Atlantic Canada better off having relatively high
incomes, excellent public services, and an economic structure heavily
based on transfers fi’om outside than Ireland with its large public sector
debt, and dependence on the EC? Probably. But will Atlantic Canada still
be better off if the Canadian union changes dramatically over the next few
years as many observers believe it will? Significant declines in the standards
of living enjoyed by the residents of Atlantic Canada as well as significant as
out-migration would have to be expected. Indeed, the scale of adjusttnent
that would be necessar), seems to dwarf anything that could be
contemplated in h’eland in even a worst case scenario for that cotmtry.
Unfortunately for Atlantic Canada its worse case scenario is not that
improbable.

Table 1 I : Comparison of Unemployment Rate, in Ireland aml Atlantic Canada

Period Ireland Atktntic Canada

1966-69 5.0 5.6

1970-76 6.4 8.8

1977~1 8.4 I 1.9

1982-86 I 6.1 1 ’t.8

Source.*: St:lt.istics Canzt(la, Lttbour Force Stati, vtic.s, OECD (1988)
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Since 1984, when a Conservative government was elected under Brian

Muh’oney, tile Canadian government has been slowly reducing its transfers
to provincial governments. Tile conditional grant progt’anlmes will be
phased out by the turn of the century and caps have been placed on the
revenue equalisation plan (which will allow disparities in public services to
grow over time). A fi’ee trade agreement signed with the United States is
likely to result in an elinlination of regional development programmes
which are seen as unfMr subsidies by tile US. Tile unemployment
insurance programme has been reformed to increase the qualifying period
(which most strongly affects the poor regions where employment is highly
seasonal) and further reforms are being considered which, if
implemented, will reduce regional redistribution still more.

An attempt to revise tile Constitution in a way which would secure
Quebec’s signature failed in 1990. Tile Governmen~ of Quebec, now led by
a federalist, Roberl Bourassa, issued an ultimatum: either dramatically
revise tile constitution to assure most power is vested with tile provinces or
tile Government will join the independence part),, the Parti Quebecois, in
support of independence in a referendum scheduled for November 1992.

The dependence of the Atlantic Canadian regions on transfers and tile
vet’)’ real possibility that these u’ansfers nlay he dranlatically reduced in tile
near future highlights another important dimension of the cohesion
problem. Small and relativel), poor regions in a union can become very
vulnerable if a union which involves significant transfers becomes
unsustainable.

Summa~qsi’ng the Canadia’n Expe~ence
Three features of tile constitutional arrangement which established tile

Canadian union in 1867 have dominated the history of that country. First,
the constitution created a federal system of government with autol]OlllOl.lS

inclusive government institutions. Second, the Constitution established a
division of expenditure responsibilities which left responsibilit), for most of
the important functions of tile modern state in the hands of the provincial
level of government. Third, the Constitution gave tile inclusive
government unlimited powers of t~xation. This constitutional fi’amework is
particularly advantageous to small and relatively poor states since it
simuhaneousl), enables tile inchtsive level of government to use its tax
power to redistribute resources from rich to poor regions while protecting
local sovereignty.

The first 75 years of tile Canadian federation illustrate that poor
regions do not necessarily gain fi’om even this potentially favourable
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constitutional sl.rttcttH’e. Indeed, the inclusive government ot’Uy began to
use its potential power to redistril)ute income in the post 1945 period as a
response to a unique combination of factors: the depression of the 1930s
and the bankruptcy of some state governments; the Second World War
which increased the importance of the inclusive government in the
everyday lives of Canadians, increased the "national consciousness" of
national government politicians, and increased solidarity among English
speaking Canadians; the maturing of Keynsian and welfare state
i)hilosophies and the consequent belief that governments can solve social
problems; anti real threats to national cohesion. The threat to cohesion
played a particularly important role in sustaining regional redistribution in
Canada over the post 1945 period.

The national equalisation, conditional grant, unemplo)’ment insurance,
social security, and regional development policies pursued in post 1945
period have resuhed in greatly improved standm’ds of public services in the
poorer regions of the countr}~ As well, personal incomes grew steadily over
the period and there was actuall), some convergence. This stands in contrast
to the experience of the previous period when disparities widened. As a
consequence, the people of the relatively poor provinces of Atlantic Canada
are relatively happy with the national government policy. Although they
continue to be a relatively poor region they generally believe that the,v
would be worse off if the current policies were eliminated. The quality of
life for most is vet’), high and living standards are probal)ly superior to those
enjoyed b;,’ residents of northern New England. None the less, there are still
deep grievances. In particular, the people of this region recognise that their
standm’d of living is based precariously on the inflow of u’ansfer payments
from outside and would prefer to be self- supporting.

Given I.be current political environment with its emphasis on reduced
state spending, free u’ade, deregulation, etc. and the risk of a break up of
the Canadian union the people of the Atlantic Canadian provinces feel
especially vulneral)le. Despite (ol, perhaps, I)ecause of) the massive inflow
of money from outside the region the economic structul-e of the region is
quite weak and a reduction in tile flow of transfers Ibr any reason would
create much hardshil). Moreover, continued uncertainty abottL the futttre
of transfer paymenls is having a negative impact on current investment
levels in the region.

In Quebec there is still more disconlent. Indeed, Quel)ec is currently
considering another referendum on independence and supporl for the
independence option in Quebec is at an all time high. Althougla
Quel)ecois nationalism was traditionally based on rural Catholicism, the
nationalism of the 1980s is secular (over a period of just 30 ),ears Quel)ec
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moved fi’om tile jurisdiction with the highest chtu’cb attendance ill North
America to become the jurisdiction wilh the lowest church attendance)
and entrepreneurial (for example,traditionally Quebecois education was
dominated by philosophy, religion, and training for the pttblic service;
today most stndents study commerce and engineering.). The Quebecois
people now believe that they can succeed in fi’ee trading world economy
and that they can afford to pursue the longstanding goal of independence.
However, it is important to note that the vast majority of Quebecois would
vote to remain in Canada if all member states wottld agree to place seriotts
limits on the ability of the national government to intrude into areas of
provincial jurisdiction and give Quebec special legislative powers as the
home of most of Canada’s French speaking popnlation.

Even the richer provinces are tmbappy with the cnrrent state of affairs.
A growing deficit at the national level has led many to question whether
they can afford the expensive system of transfers designed to assure
cobesion. The continued discontent in Quebec despite the concerted
attempts to secure cohesion via financial transfers has also provoked
reaction from Canadians in richer parts of the countr),. Indeed, many
believe that the Quebec government is using the threat of independence
as a strategy to secure concessions from the rest of the country. This feeling
is so strong that support for Quebec independence is at an all time high
outside Quebec.

Current Co~z.~titTttional Debate in Canada

The widespread discontent in Canada and the threat of a sovereignty
referendtun in Quebec in November of 1992 have stimulated a critical re-
examination of Canadian federalism and a series of reform proposals. Both
intellectuals and politicians have been heavily involved in this del)ate and
many of the country’s leading economic and political theorists have been
forced to leave the rarified air of the academy to advance ideas in a "high
stakes" real world. This debate has direct relevance in Europe.

One of the most interesting features of the Canadian debate, especially
from the perspective of Europeans, is that the Government of Quebec and
many Quebecios intellectuals advocate a new Canada which closely
resembles the European Community. Indeed, the Quebec Prime Ministel,
Robert Bourassa has explicitly advocated the EC model for Canada.

Quebec intellectuals view what they see as the EC model as the way for
the future not only of Canada but of the world. A report of the governing
Quebec Liberal Party’s Constitutional Committee succinctly summarises
the Quebec view of the EC model:
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In ~lestern Europe, the cotmtries of the European Commtmity are
huilding a new model of concerted political action and are
achieving economic integration without coml)romising their
national political sovereignty. They are proving that economic
fi’ontiers literally transcend political I)orders.

The sel)aration of the political fi’om the economic is relatively
recent. It stems fl’om the growing international move to freer trade.
This phenomena makes possible the emergence of local
sovereignlies. On the one hand, new nations, regardless of their
size retain access to a vast nlarket. Oft the other, the i-edl’a’~%711

political borders give rise to more tmiform entities more conducive
to social cohesion and management of the public finances (Quebec
Liberal Party Constitutional Committee, 1991, p. 53).

The Quebec position reduces to two critical components. First, trade
between provinces of Canada should be as free as possible. Quebec
politicians realise that the gains fi’om trade are significant and favour
economic and monetary union. Second, Canada should be a union in
which the legislative powers are clearl), divided in a way which preserves as
much local sovereignt), as possible. The Government of Quebec should
have exclusive authority in most areas including social affairs, income
security, social instun, nee, heahh, education, agriculture, the environment,
research and develol)ment, industry, and regional development while the
central government should only be responsible for defence, customs and
tariffs, and currency. As a corollary, the central government should not be
able to influence any policy areas within Quebec’s exclusivejurisdiction.

Not surprisingly, Quebec’s EC model has been extensively criticised,
especially by English Canadian intellectuals. One argument suggests that
the Quebec’s EC model bears no resemblance to the EC at all. This is
obvious to anyone who has seriously studied EC institutions. EC countries
have not achieved economic and monetary ttnion without significant
reductions in local sovereignty in man), areas, including many areas
Quebec has targeted for exclusive jurisdiction. Moreover, Europeans are
committed to further political integration in the future.

Critics of the Quebec model argue that there is a cleat" lesson in the EC
experience for Canada but it is not the lesson drawt’* b), politicians in
Quebec. Instead the EC experience suggests that the Quebec model is
unworkable since economic and monetar), union is impossible without
some form o[: political union. In the words of political scientist, Peter
Leslie, " economic integration can not proceed fat" unless member states
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share quite a broad range of powers by allocating decision making
authority to supranational institutions in wbicb they may be outvoted fi’om

time to time, or unless - as in a federal system - decision making power in
key economic areas is constitutionally vested in an order of government
that encompasses tile whole territory"(1992,vii).

Althougb critics have dismissed the Quebec EC model as unworkable
the suggestion that the EC can be a model for Canada has been taken very
seriously. One feature of tbe EC wbich bas attracted considerable interest
is the EC decision making process. Unlike the Quebec EC model which is
based on a federal system with clearly divided powers (where, in the words
of legal scbolar , Kenneth Wheat’e, governments are co-ordinate and
independent) the actual EC involves co-responsibility and co-decision.
Local governments have significant input into decisions affecting the
entire Community (co-decision) and Community decisions invoh, e

directives or conditional transfers which national governments adopt in
their own country (co-responsibility). Federalism, in the classical sense, has
proven unworkable in Canada. In today’s complex society responsibilities
can not be neatly divided into separate parcels for central and local
governments. The EC system of co-decision and co-responsibility
recognises this explicidy. Tbe federal model, which all but prohibits joint
decision making, does not.

Many Canadian scholars have used the actual EC model to advocate a

renewed federalism in which many legislative areas are shared by the two
orders of government. They argue that a classical federal model must be
abandoned and new flexible and practical joint decision making methods,
like those used in Europe, must be implemented. However, few
constitutional scholars have been willing to advocate the entire EC model.
Peter Leslie argues that the EC model would be regarded by Canadians as
undemocratic; it would lack the capacity to redistribnte the benefits of
having an integrated market in a way Canadians would consider fair; and it
wottld sharply reduce the capacity of the federal government to defend
economic interests internationally, especially vis~-vis the United States. As
a consequence be argues that an EC type union in Canada would be
politically unacceptable.

Canadians have bad some experience with an EC style political model
and Leslie’s view that tbe EC political model would be considered
undemocratic is based on that experience. In the 1960’s tbe inter-
dependence of all social and economic problems resuhed in the growth of
federal - provincial conferences involving senior bureaucrats, cabinet
ministers, and government leaders. Over time more and more critical
decisions were made by "committees of eleven government representatives"
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al. the federal - provincial conferences. This style of government, which
became known as executivefedeqalism, tliminished the role of the central
goverMncnt parliament and the provincial legislatures in the polic), process.
The resulting concentration of decision making power in the hands of a
very tiny political &life was widel), viewed as undemocratic.

Aldaough some have argued that the govel"nment representatives at the
intergovernmental conferences continued to feel a responsibility to their
home governments, even these anal),sts had to admit that dais responsibility

was not direct. Moreover, members of opposition parties were completel),
locked out of the process. Deliberations were not generall), public and thus
not subject to public scrutiny. Even final decisions were presented as a fair
d aconph. The extreme version of executive polic), making found in Europe
wottld not receive an), support in Canada.

Leslie also argues that the EC model for taxation wotdd be politically
unacceptable to Canadians because of the severe limits it places on
redistribution across persons and regions. Specificall),, he notes that
redistributive schemes ma), be necessar), in the union as a quid pro quo
demanded b)’ the fiscally weaker states and to achieve the eqtfit), objectives
of Canadians.

Finally, he feels the weakening of Canada’s national status would

weaken Canadian influence internationall),. Canadians value their
independence fl’om the US highly and an), weakening, of Canada’s position
vis-d vis its large soutlaern neighbour would be viewed with concern.

Thus most Canadians, especially Canadian intellectuals, are advocating
a renewed federalism which looks much like the existing version. In
particular, most Canadian intellectuals would like to see a central
government which is democratic, which has the capacity to assure a strong
economic and monetary tmion and to redistribute time gains from union
across individuals and regions, and which can represent Canadian interests
abroad. Canadian intellectuals would, however, like to see governments
closest to the people (the provincial governments) with more power. Given
the practical difficulties associated with a classical federal structure with an
extremely decentralised division of power, many of these intellectuals
favour an approach which involves joint responsibilit), with local
paramount),. Under local paramounc), central decisions would be limited
to time enttnciadon of principles or objectives, keeping detailed regulations
to a minimuna. The local governments would I)e responsible for
implementing the directive.

The support for deeentralisation among the country’s intellectuals is
tied to time presence of an equalisation programme which will continue to
acl as a cohesive force by allowing all provinces to provide comparable
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levels of public services at comparable tax rates. Even the proposal of the
Quebec Government for decentralisation includes a provision for a
Canada-wide equalisation progt’amme. There is also significant support for
the continuation of a fiscal gap where the national government collects
more t~LX revenue than required to meet iLg expenditure responsibilities.

The intellectual rationale for the continuation of the fiscal gap and the
equalisation programme should be of particular interest to Europeans.
Many Canadian economists favour the fiscal gap because it helps assure a
harnaonised tax system within the Canadian common market.~8 They
believe that a return to the tax jungle of the 1920s and 1930s would be a
step backwards and that the best way to secure harmonisation is through a
strong national government presence in the personal and corporate tax
fields. Moreover, they believe that constitutional constraints on the
national governments expenditure possibilities can provide a check on the
growth of government spending.29

The equalisation progranlme receives support for two reasons. First,
the programme contributes to cohesion and thus provides benefits in both
rich and poor regions. As Tom Courchene (1984, p.406), one of the
strongest advocates of decentralisation in Canada, has noted: "it is
probably not an overstatement to assert that equalisation has become an
essential part of the glue that binds us together as a nation" (my emphasis)
Second, of all programmes aimed at cohesion, equalisation is one of the
best. The reason for this is that transfers from rich to poor regions via an
equalisation programme offers a variety of benefits to a rich region not
associated with other cohesion policies. These additional benefits inch]de:

(1) There are potential gains in long run productivity within the union.
By enabling all governments to pro~4de comparable quality health
and education systems a greater number of "gifted" individuals
will be in a position to contribute to the larger community.
Entrepreneurship and scientific/technological contributions are
often traced to "gifted" individuals. It is in the interest of the entire
comnaunity to have an education system which will identify and

nurture these "gifted" individuals and thereby assure they
contribute to the fnll. (Otherwise the "gifted individuals might end
up in occupations where their true talents are wasted.);

28 See Norrie, Boad~ ,’ay, and Osberg ( 1991 ) for a strongstatemen t of this posi’-ion.

29 The di~fision of legislative powers, not a constitutionally entrenched balanced budget
rule, plays this role.
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The literature on migration shows that education increases
mobility therehy improving resource allocation. Moreover,
improved education services in tile poorer region may well

promote indigenous development;

If people migrate in response to diffcrences in government
activity the population will be inefficiently distributed. (This is
hecause both labour and capital will respond, in part, to
differences in what the literature calls net fiscal benefits when

choosing location rather than solely to differences in
productivity.) A transfer system which equalises net fiscal henefits
will not, as a consequence, harm the donor region at all.3° (In the

absence of the equalisation progl-ananae citizens in the donor
region will experience a decline in comprehensive income
hecause in-migrants increase labour supply and push down
productivity an d wage rates.) ; and

the transfers can also he viewed as a partial itlsurance scheme.
Tile potential for this insurance role arises from tile fact that
regional business cycles are likely to differ. For example, a shift in
the terms of trade in favour Of primary products will stimulate
resource based economies and dampen manufacturing based
econonlles that use raw materials as inputs. Left alone, markets

will react to this disturbance by altering the volume and
composition of trade flows, and by inducing capital and labour to
relocate fi’om lower to higher renumeration areas. If the shift in
relative prices is transitory, this adjustnlent may be socially
inefficient; the process will be repeated in reverse once the terms
of trade shift hack. A revenue equalisation scheme can prevent
this inefficiency by transferring funds fi’om tile primary product
producing region to the manufacturing region."sl

30 See: Boadway and Flatters (1982) fear a full tl’eatmenl ofthis position.

31 See: Eichengrcen (1990) and Sachs and &all-i-Martin (1991) for a full treatnmnt of this
effect.
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The constitutional debate has also stinlu[ated a critical examination of
tile specific programmes used in Canada to redistril)ute tile gains fronl
tlnlon. Olle of tile central eoneel’ns in this debate has been tile possil)ility
that tile elal)orate s)’stem of redislribulive fiscal policies designed to
establish a sense of national eilizenship has resulted in regional
dependency. This concern is based on a belief lhat the regional transfer
system inhil)its the operation of market forces which would nornlally result
in real Convergence.

If the regional redistribution system does inhibit t’eal convergence
(convergence in nlarket incomes) tile convergence in welfare levels arising
from tile transfer systenl ’,viii be precariously (and j)ernlanently) I)ased on
tile illf]O,,V of funds from outside tile poor region, hi other words, the
regional redistribution system can give rise to a state of permanent
dependence on tile system itself Moreover, tile donor regions will be faced
with a l)ermanent drain Oll their resources.

Tile convergence in peFsonal income and the absence of significant
convergence in market itlcomes in Canada suggests it dependency
13rol)lem. The most significant outcome of the Canadian del)ate is
recognition of tile fact that different policy instruments embody different
incentive and disincentive effects. General statements about the
redistributive transfer system as a whole are simply not sustainable.

As discussed above two approaches have been used to explicitly
redistribute incolne vill the central government in Canada: inter-
governmental transfers and insurance schemes. OF these the national
Hnelllploynlent illSklr:.tllce schelne seelllS to give rise to the strongest
disincentives for a variety of reasons. Most importantly it inhibits long term
adjustment by reducing lal)our mobility and perpetuating seasonal
employnlent. There is certainly evidence to suggest thai it. increases overall
unemployment rates. The rise in m~employment rates is due, in part, to
factors suggested in tile neo-classieal theories of labour supply, moral
hazard, search, migration, and tile reservation wage. Howeveh neoclassical
theory does not tell tile whole story. In the poor regions oF Canada there
are often few choices available to workers since there are insufficient jobs
available locally. Indeed, it has I)een argued that the aggregate demand

effect of tile inllow of UI funds actually results in net increases in
employment. A complete account of why tile 131 progranlme can cause
regional problems requires tile abandonlnent of the standard neo-classical
assumption of exogenously given prel~:rences and allowing tastes to be
endogenously deterlninecl, gttch an account would recognise that an
unemploynmnt illstlranee progranmle has a Iong-ternl impact oil attitudes
within tile I-egion which in tHrn have iml)lications for tile ilnelllpJoynlent
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rate. Sociologists in Canada have investigated this aspect of the UI
programnae and they have identified the rise of what has been called tile
UI culture. Specifically, people develop "new notions of happiness".

Because a significant i)ortion of the population in the poorer regions draw
on the national UI i)rogramme at some point during the year there is no
"stigma" attached to the receipt of UI payments. Thus, there are no social
incentives 1o migrate, accept low wage employment, or attempt to estal)lish
new commercial enterprises. Tastes are also affected and tile acquisition of
nlaterial goods is less important within the sociegq Over time the wage rate
required to induce tile i)opulation to move or accept permanent
employment grows. A self-selection i)rocess also results in a growing
l)roportion of the population with tastes which imply a high reservation
wage. (This is the most important regional affect of the programme.) The
change in I:.tstes is also passed on from generation to generation which, by
aft~zcting aspirations and life goals, influences educational attainment. In
Stlm, the emergence of a UI culture within a poor, high unemployment
region with access to a relatively generous UI programme can contribute to
serious clependency in the long run.

The incentive effects of the UI programnm arc not restricted to market
behaviour. The national UI programme in Canada also interacts with
programmes offered by local governments. For example, local
governments in Canada are responsible for 50 per cent of the cost of
means tested welfare i)rogramnles. Many local govel’nlllellkS have found it
worthwhile to create short-lerm employment Ibr individuals on the welfare
rolls so they could qualify for the national unemploymezlt insurance
programnm rather than concentrating on initiatives which would create
sustainable long term employnmnt in their region.

The Canadian experience with national unemployment insurance is
not a hapl)y one. Even tile poorer regions acknowledge that it. has had
unfortunale consequences. The Canadian i)rogramme provides an
excellent examl)le of how not 1o design a UI programme. In Canada,
unemployment insurance covers all workers with at least 14 weeks
enq)loyment. It is not experience rated and has a relatively low I)enefit
ceiling. As a consequence the programme does not provide insurance
against the risk of unelnployment I)ut instead acts as an income support
programme for workers who experience regular bouts of unenaploynmnt.
Incentives to move, i-etraio, and/or move into steady employmenl are

impaired. If an insurance programme at the Conanlunily level is seriously
considered (as advocated by MacDougall, el. al (1977), wm der Ploeg
( 1991 ), and Wyplosz (1991 ) ) the Canadian experience should be carefully
examined. Tim strucltlre of the progralnme in Canada re|lects a simple
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reality: it is difficult to implement an unemployment insurance
programme that levies tile highest premiums oil those who have the
highest risk of becoming unemployed since this group also tends to be
among the poorest in a society. But if premiums are not based on actuarial
principles tile programme is likely to impede structural change and
counteract programmes designed to encourage indigenous development.

Shared cost and other conditional grant programmes embodied a
different approach to explicit regional redistribution. Such programmes
Call be used to finance a wide variety of local initiatives. Consequently, tile
incentive affects will vary with the type of initiative financed. In general
these transfers enable local governments to provide better infrastructure
without tax increases. This makes the region more attractive. Although this
might limit out migration and thus inhibit adjustment it might also
increase factor productivity and encourages adjustment. No genera[
conclusions are possible without detailed examination of the individual
initiative supported. Shared cost and conditional grant programmes also
distort recipient government budgetary allocations. The most efficient
methods of achieving a given objective may not be pursued because the),
do not qualify under the terms of cost sharing. Other, more valuable,
programmes might be abandoned to free up resources to pnrsue the
programme, receiving outside support. Also, these types of programmes
can generate considerable transactions cosks.

It is worth noting in passing that a complex transfer system in Canada
has induced recipient governments to make decisions which are not in
their long-term economic interests. Tile following is an example:

Until recently, the province of Quebec had tile highest minimuna
wage rate on the continent, let alone Canada. This does not make
economic sense (given Qnebec’s high nnemployment rate), but a
large part of the reason for it is that Qoebec does not bear the full
economic and financial costs of its decision. Tile resulting
unemployment increase in Quebec is offset, in part by the larger
flow of UI benefits and federal contributions to welfare, as well as
equalization payments (Conrchene, 1981).

Tile relative expansion of tile state made possible by the transfers
(government expenditure as a proportion of GDP will be higher in poor
regions than in rich regions) may also encourage tile population to devote
more of their energy to rent seeking than the), would otherwise.

In sum, regional redistribution systems can generate dependency but
this is not necessarily the case.
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ST~?lllll(I;ry

At this point it is not clear if Canada will survive the current
constitutional crisis. The people of Quebec may well decided to pursue the

long standing goal of independence or the residents in the English
speaking part of the country may choose to support a stronger national
government even if this implies a Canada without Quebec. But, regardless
of the eventual outcome, there is nlueh 1_o be learned f1"o111 the Canadian
experience and Canadian debate and Europeans would do well to take this
experience seriously.



Chapter 4

LESSONS FOR EUROPE

There are a number of critical lessons the h+ish and Europeans
generally can draw from the Canadian experience as they consider closer
union within the European Community.

Lesson 1: Societal cohesion should be considered in any evaht.ation of changes to the
Eltropean Community

In Canada, commentators frequentl), liken union to marriage. The
analogy is striking for a nttmber of reasons. First union, like marriage,
involves a relationship between people and this relationship ahnost
inevitably gives rise to occasional conflicts. As a consequence, union, like
marriage, will require continuous adjustment and compromise lest the
union bz’eakdown in divorce. Second, a union, like marriage, is easier to
sustain when potential points of conflict are minimised. Unions involving
diverse ethnic communities, like cross cultural marriages, pose significant
challenges. Nationalism will always be a threat to the European
Commullity. Third, disintegration of a union, like marriage breakdown,
typically involves significant personal and financial costs.

However, unlike marriage, a union does not involve a strong bond -
love - which helps sustain the relationship when conflicts arise.
Consequently a union is especially difficuh to sustain and all aspects of a
union agreement must be carefully scrutinised to assure potential conflict
is minimised.

Lesson 2: The division of ra~pon.~ibility is central to any disatssion of iT~tegration
and societal cohesion shouM be given significant weight when evaluating
alternative divisions of ’re.sJmnsibility

Because union involves the transfer of some decision making authority
from national governments to supranatiolaal institutions the division of
responsibility between the two orders of government is typically at the
centre of discussions of integration. A large technical literature on the
economics of integration and fiscal federalism has provided a basis for

80
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assessments of alternative allocations of attthority. This literature does not,
however, provide tmambiguous policy prescriptions. As a consequence,
decision makers must use jttdgement and maintain a significant degree of
"fat tfi".

The Canadian experience with union suggests that any division of
powers has the potential to generate conflict. Poiot~ of potential conllict,
present and future, associated with any allocation of authority should be
identified and assessed as part of an), general evaluation of the division of
legislative powers.The principle of subsidiarity, wlaich has dominated
debate about political integration in Europe, should be applied in man),
cases to nainimise conflict. However, centralisation does not necessarily
generate conflict. If it does not, the principle of subsidiarity should not be
blindl), applied since centralisation may contribute to societal cohesion.

Le~son 3: 7"he de jtn’e and de facto division of legislative powers may differ in
any system of multileoel gov~’nment

In Canada the central government became increasingly active in fields
exclusively assigned to the provinces under the Canadian Constitution.
There are at least four factors which account for the intrusion of one level

of government into the exclusive affairs of another. First, politicians find it
impossible not to respond to demands of their constituents.32 Thus cenu’al
government politicians inevitably devote some energ3’ to problems in areas
beyond their jurisdiction. Second, as anyone familiar with tax avoidance
realises, it is often possible to work around any set of rules. Politicians in
Canada certainly have found ways of getting around the formal division of
powers to pt~rsue objectives one would think, in principle, beyond their
jurisdiction. Third, the inclusive government in Canada has access to all
important reventle bases and therefore, has the financial resoul*ges to
assume a role in provincial areas. Finally, and perlaaps most importantl~q a
unique set of conditions existed in the period immediately following World
War Two which facilitated the expansion of the inclusive government in
Canada.33

32 One need only look at Ihe topics debated in ihe European parliament to see how

irrele~mt the assignment ofjurisdiclion is to tile concerns of politicians.

33 These conditio,ls, which included a Ihreal to unily, the "centralizing" inlluenee of 0~e

~tr. and a faith in tile power of governments to actually solve problems were mentio,aed
e:trlier in this paper. The world today stattds in stark cont,.qst to the woI’ld of the post
~l," period. It is unlikely the expansion of the inclusive government obsct’ved in the post
war period wotdd be observed in Can;~cla today.
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Lesson 4: The central level of government or the supranational institution is best
situated to secure societal cohesion and redistTilmtive policies have a role
in secuTing this oOective. Howev~ redistTibutive policies implemented to

foster a sense of community citiz~mship will not guarantee societal cohes’ion
Given threats to unity are typically initiated by member states and given

all remaining states will be adversely affected by the diminution of the
community the central authority is best situated to secure unity. The
central government in Canada has played a critical role in maintaining
unity in that country by establishing inchLsive institutions and a sense of
national citizenship through redistributive transfers.

However, even though the central Canadian government was able to
in~p[ement a very generous system of redistributive transfers unity remains
a central concern. Thus, redistributive transfers are not, in themselves,
sufficient to assure unity.

Lesson 5: Some redistributive policies contribute more to unity than others
Canada has experimented with a wide variety of redistributive policies

to secure societal cohesion. Some have worked well, others have not.
Two aspects of redistributive policies can give rise to conflict thus

counteracting their value as an instrument to achieve cohesion. First,
because redistributive policies generally involve losses for the donors and
gains for the recipients they also involve potential conflict. Second,
because redistributive policies often involve cost sharing or some other
type of restriction they can become a source of conflict if the priorities of
national and supranational governments diverge, in Canada shared cost
programmes and other conditional transfers designed to foster a sense of
national citizenship by encouraging provincial governments to implement
programmes with national standards have often been divisive. The
Province of Quebec, in particular, vigorously opposed these programmes
and the history of federal intrusion into local affairs accounts, in part, for
support for independence in that province. Europe currently relies heavily
on conditional transfer programmes. The dangers inherent in this
approach should be recognised. Fortunately, there are other redistributive
instruments which do not generate much conflict.

lesson 6." 771e unconditional transfer fi’om central to local governments, especiaUy
equal|sat|on type programnu’,s, is probably the best instrument to achieve
cohesion

The formal revenue equal|sat|on programme has emerged as the
instrument of choice to foster a sense of national citizenship in Canada.
The programme has many merits including: respect for state sovereignty,
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providing insnrance against the possibility of losses, contributing to
equality of opportunity and fostering a sense of "fair sharing" of the gains

fl’om union. Moreover, theoretical work suggests that it is not a simple zel-o
sum redistributive programme since tile donors can receive significant
benefits. Although the Spanish proposal for an equalisation sclaeme was
rejected at Maastrict it would be folly to dismiss this proposal permanently.

Lesson 7." Regional dispaTities are remarkably persistent
Tile total package of policies implemented to redistribute income

across regions and encourage regional development in Canada is one of
the most comprehensive in tile world. Ahhongh the package has reduced

disparities significant disparities remain. Indeed, provinces that were
relatively poor at the turn of tile century are still relatively poor today.

Economists do not fully understand why tile comprehensive
programme failed to generate significant convergence. It is clear, however,
that tile market forces which generate disparities are very strong and that
policies designed to override these market forces would have to be
extremely generous if tile objective of regional equality in economic
development is to be achieved. Still, it is also clear that the policies have
generated some significant successes. In particular the standard of living in

poor regions of Canada are not that different fi’om those experienced in
the richer regions. Thus, there has been significant convergence in the
indicator most important to individual citizens. Also, the economies of rich
and poor provinces have grown at approximately the same t’ate. Thus, the
comprehensive policies have assured that any additional growth stimulated
by union was shared by sill union members.

None tile less, tile Canadian experience also points to a number of
potential problenls which can arise with specific policies. Central
government redistributive policy, especially centvalised progranlmes
directly affecting the labour market - tmemployment insurance,for
example - may exacerbate the economic problems of poorer regions.
Programmes must be carefully designed to minimise adverse incentives
and inefficiencies.

l~sson 8: Local gown’nments can not rely exchtsively on central governments to
deal with regional di.~lJaTities

If rcgional policy is essentially zero - sum (tile gains in tile poor regions
just equal losses in the rich regions) richer regions will resist the
introduction of policies likely to be most effective since these involve the
largest losses in tile richer regions. Consequently, centralised regional policy
is likely to rellect important COml)romises and it is unlikely that tile most
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effective regional policy instruments, fi’om tile point of view of the poor
region, will be chosen. In Canada, the central government has heavily
supported unenaploynaent insurance and off-shore oil development
incentives because much of what is spent ends up back in the richer regions.
Programmes designed to redistribute t]rms across space have received very
little support since they involve obvious losses in the richer regions.

Because eentralised regional policy is consu-ained by the richer regions
it is often in the interests of local governments to push for unconditional
transfers since the funds can be used in a wa), which reflects the interests of
the people of the poor region.

Lesson 9." Poor regqons shouM bervare of progT"ammes which gecko’ate dependency
The current situation in Atlantic Canada, where Ihe people of this

dependent region possibly face a dramatic reduction in transfer payments
fi’om ot~tside, illustrates the importance of policies designed to build the
economic basis of the region. Given cohesion can not be guaranteed poor
regions must make special effort to assttre both Community and national
policies are designed in a way which minimises the cost of adjustment
should tile union breakdown. Also, if tile living standards in poor regions
are sensitive to redistributive policies initiated by the central level of
governnlent it is in the interests of the poor region to asStll’e tlllion
institutions are designed in a way which assures cohesion, even if these
institutions restdt in less redistribution in the short run.

Lesson I0: It is possible to have a ce~7.tralised tax collection systtnn i’tt a wttio~ with a

v~’y decentralised di.~’tlJlmtion of expenditure responsibilities
The Canadian experience shows that it is possible to have a centralised

tax collection system in a union with vet’), decentralised distribution of
expenditure responsibilities. The Canadian tax collection system provides
an interesting model should European countries decide that tax
harmonisation offers significam efficiency gains. The critical features of
the Canadian system are that all member states have adopted a common
tax base and that tile tax is collected by the central government. Individual
states are free to chose their own t~tx rates. The Canadian version of a tztx
collection system includes a tbrmal revenue equalisation programme but a
centralised tax collection system does not have to include this innovation.



Chapter 5

CONCLUSION

The purpose oF this paper was to make a contribution to debate over
economic and political integration within the European Conlnlunity. The
intent was not, however, to offer a detailed blue print for a new Europe or
even strong recommendalions for specific changes in European
institutions. Instead, the paper pursued the nlol’e nlodest goal of providing
background information on the experience of one union to iclentify some
of the contentious issues which can arise in the life of a union an(:l assess
the impact of policy measures adol:)ted to maintain unity.

The opening section of the paper provided a rationale for this modest

apl:)roach by surveying the theoretical literature on economic and political
integration. The survey showed that the theoretical literature can not
produce a clefinitive bhLeprint for European integration. In part, this is
because the literature is still underdeveloped ~:ill([ 1OO much renlains

unknown. But more in~portant, it is because there will always be too much
uncertainty about the consequences oFspecific integrative al+l+angenlenls.

Uncertainty about the ultimate impact of a treaty, constitution or ])olicy
pervades all political debate and, as a consequence, every policy choice
involves a "leap of faith".:4’1 None the less, the required "leap of faith" can

be reduced significantly if policy options are subject to rigorous logical
scrutiny (theoretical criticism) and if they are assessed in light ofl)ast
experiences (empirical analysis). It is hoped that the review of the
Canadian experience offered in this paper will help Europeans reduce
their "leap of faith" as they weigh theh" options and make choices on fulure
integration.

Two characterist.ics of the Canadian ttnion were emphasised because
they have special relewmce to the Irish and European debate over
integration. The first highlighted characteristic is that most Canadians ,
like most ]~uroj)eans, primarily identify with their local conlnlttnity (hi

3,1 The term "leap of I)lilh" was widely tlst:d Jn the inlense debate in Canada ovt:r the Free

Thnde Agreement (FTA) struck with the Uniled States in 1979+

5
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Canada, their province; in Enrope, their nation) and their local state. The
strong local allegiances and ethnic nationalism have generated continuous
tension in the Canadian union. In Europe, where local allegiances and
ethnic nationalism are even su-onger than in Canada, tension and conflict
is ahnost inevitable.

The second feature of the Canadian union emphasised in this paper
was the existence of persistent regional disl)arities. Like the strong local
allegiances and ethnic nationalism, regional disparities in income and
employment ol)portunities generate tension and conflict in a onion.

The Canadian union has helped Canadians achieve one of the highest
standards of living in the world. Canadians have long recognised the
substantial benefits which flow from union and considerable effort has

been devoted to sustaining the Canadian union.There are important
lessons from the Canadian experience in dealing with strong local
allegiances, ethnic nationalism, and regional disparities for Etn’ope.

During the 1980s and early 1990s - the years of "Europhoria" - the
problem of sustaining a union did not receive significant attention in
Europe. Recent events, including the rejection of the Maastrict treat), by
the Danes and the heated debate elsewhere, will ahnost guarantee more
interest in this important problem. It seems particularly important for the
European Commnnity to give more weight to the problem of sustaining
union as it contemplates broadening membership. Broadening
membership may generate gains but it will also inevitably increase tensions
and make societal cohesion more challenging.

The Canadian union adopted a broad range of measures to secure

"societal cohesion" (to keep the union together). Legislative powers were
divided in a way that assured local governments retained responsibility for
most expenditure functions where preference diversity and ethnic
differences could threaten conflict. Regional develol)ment programmes
were introduced to enconrage even development of the private sector.
lntergovernmental tl’allsfers were used to encourage even development of
the decentralised public sectol: Central government transfer programmes
tO persons were used to sinltlltaneously ptlrsne equity and cohesion

objectives.
In general, the policies which simultaneously respected local

sovereignty and distributed the gains from union in ;t v,,ay which all
members of union considered "fair" worked best. Policies which did not

simultaneously respect local sovereignty and "fairly" distribute gains
generated tension. For example, when the market was allowed to distribute
the gains fl’om union some provinces lost ground. This generated tension
despite respecting local sovereignty. When the central govermnent used
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conditional transfers to encourage the development of comparable health
care systems tension arose becal.tse some provinces felt tbat the model for
bealtb care cbose~l by tbe celltral governmeJ~t was inappropriate in their
jurisdiction. Unconditional transfers from central to local governments
sinanltaneously satisfied both criteria.

The Canadian experience with regional development policies has
particular relevance for h’eland and other relatively poor states in Enrope.
Centralised policies designed to improve infi’astructure and influence tile
location of private sector firms have not always been successful. Richer
regions often opposed the introduction of policies likely to be most
effective since these involved tile largest losses in the richer regions.
Moreover, when potentially effective regional policies were implemented
richer regions effectively lobbied for other industrial policies wbich
rendered regional policy ineffective. Tile combination of centralised
regional policy and centralised industrial policies is not necessarily in tbe
interests of poorer regions.

In contrast, the Canadian Equalisation programme has been a
particularly effective regional policy instrunaent. Tile Equalisation
programme allows local government in Canada to set their own priorities
while at tile same time assuring that all local governments have access to a
similar revenue base. Under this programme one local government could
implement a comprehensive industrial development plan (subject to trade
rules on subsidies) if it believed implementation of this progranmle was
tile best use of resources in its locality, and another local government
could implement a programnle to improve health, education , and
training if that government believed its policies offered tbe greatest gain.
Because tile Equalisation programme equalises opportunity (all local
governments can potentially implement tile same policies) it contributes to
a sense of ’Tair sharing" in the union. Because it respects local sovereignty
it limits conflict. Moreovel, the diversity of policies wbicb result provides
policy analysts with information on tile success and failure of alternative
development approaches. This in turn can improve policy effectiveness.

European discussiotl of equalisation and fiscal federalism has focused
almost exclusively on spillovers, inefficient migration, and the need for
instlrance against randolll shocks tnlder a conllnon ctlrrency or fixecI

exchange rate regime. Little weight has been given to societal cohesion
and regional development in discnssions of fiscal federalism and the
appropriate roles for supranational institutions. Tbis is most evident in tile
technical background papers to One Ma.rhet/OT~e Money. Tile Van Rompuy,
Abraham, and Heremans (1991) contribution on fiscal federalism notes in
passing that "one of the striking features of federal systems is that
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interregional solidarity mechanisms form an essential part of the "federal
contract" ." Howevel’, the atlthors do not seen1 to recognise that union

necessarily involves some tension (and the threat of breakdown) or that
interregional solidarity mechanisms have a critical role to play in reducing
tension and keeping the union intact.~ Consequently, their discussion of
fiscal federalism does not include a discussion of policies designed to
secure societal cohesion. Given the Canadian experience more work on
the relationship between societal cohesion, regional c[evelopment policy,
and fiscal federalism is needed in the EC.

Perhaps the most important lesson to be drawn fi’om this review of the
Canadian experience is that a union is a continuously changing entity. The
nature of a ttnion is not established by the words of a treaty or constitution
but instead by an extremely complex process in which the law and the
evoh,ing political, social and economic systems intet~, ct. The complexity of
this process makes preserving union a challenging task. But the peace and
prosperity which result fi’om union make it worth everyone’s while to rise
to the challenge.

35 The Van Rompuy, Abraham and Heremans COnlribtJtion is based on the theoretical

economics litct~ture on fiscal fede~’~dism. This lilct~ture also ncglecl.~ societal cohesion.
It is difl]cuh to understand why this important concern is neglected. Perhaps

economists ar~ IOO wedded to their individtlalistic concept of society, and their

partictdar model of individual t~, tionali~. There is little room in the standard model for
ethnic nationalism. Indeed, most economis~ find ethnic nationalisln incomprehensible

(and often irrational).See Breton (1964) for one of the few economic studies of

nationalisnl. Yet ethnic nationalism exist.s and pcol)le sacrifice their lives to preset’re it.
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